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Foreword

THE TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT of the space ageTHE
increased the need for high-quality scientists, engi-

neers, and technicians. Helping to meet this need for high-
quality scientific personnel. falls heavily upon the Nation's
schools. Research can affect the quality of the product of
the schools only to the extent the findings are made known to
those responsible for the education of the youth of our Nation.

This study makes available the findings of the research in
the teaching of mathematics reported to the U.S. Office of
Education during the calendar years 195 ) and 1960.

To assist in disseminating the findings of research on the
teaching of 'mathematics, the U.S. Office of Education in
cooperation with the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-

'matics prepared summaries of research in mathematics edu-
cation in 1952 (Circular No. 377) and in 1954 (('ircular No.
377-11). As a result of the suggestions from readers of the
research summaries, these organizations cooperated further
by including an analysis as well as a summary of the research
for the two periods 1955-56 and 1957-58. The current study
is a continuation of this cooperative effort. It is hoped that
this summary analysis of research in mathematics education
for the calendar years 1959 and 1960 will be helpful to both
research workers and classroom teachers in. improving math-
ematics instruction.

Appreciation is expressed to the deans of graduate schools
and to research workers in mathematics education for readily
supplying the data on which the study is based. The Office
of Education is grateful to the Research Committee of the..,
National Council of Teachers of lint hempt ics for its coopera-
tiOn in preparing the report.

DAN Hum., Director, . Eau- R. BARER.
Inftt ruet lona, Programs Assistant Cotambotioner,

B raneh Divittion of Elementary and
Secondary Education
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ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH
IN THE

TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS

(Introduction

TO SECURE the data for this study the U.S. Office of Education,
1 with the aid of the Research Committee of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematic,s, sent a questionnaire to 454 colleges that
offered graduate work in Mathematics education, or who staffs or
students had made previous contributions in that area.

Data were received from 247 colleges or research workers. In many
cases the questionnaire was not only completely filled out, but an'
abstract of the reported study was attached. In other cases, the ques-
tionnaire was returned with the notation that no such research had
been done, but a copy of the published report was desired.

Of the 247 colleges that returned the questionnaire, 46 reported
research in the teaching of mathematics. The. committee carefully
studied the 137 reported research studies and selected 105 of them for
inclusion in this analysis. The selected studies consisted of 40 docv
tonal dissertations, 49 .master's theses, and 16 nondegree studies. A
summary of each is included in the appendix.

If the studies were classified by major emphasis, methods would
rank first. However, in such a classification there would be consider-
able duplication because many studies were concerned with both
method and content.

Other studies were primarily concerned with evaluation, yet in-
cluded a consideration of method or content.. Studies of international
mathematics education were based on the study of content. Although
the major themes of many studies seemed to emphasize such aspects
as methods, content-, teacher education, evaluation, survey, psychology
of learfiing mathematics, or the history of certain topics or tech-
niques, a discrete classification by such categorief3_ was not possible.

Therefore, instead of attempting to classify the research on the basis
of the major emphasis of each study, this study is organized according

1



ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH 1959 AND 1960

to pertinent questions. in mathematics education. For the conven-
ience of the reader, these questions and analyes are grouped under
three headings : Research in the Teaching a Elementary School
Mathematics, Research in the Teaching of High School Mathematics,
and Research in the Teaching, of College Mathematics. It will be
observed that (here is considerable overlapping even in these broad
cat egories.

The research concerned with the elementary level contained 31
studies; the high school level, 45; and the college level, 29. The
names and numbers in parentheses in the following analysis denote the
investigator and the number of his study as sununarized in the
appendix.



Research in the Teaching of Elementary
School Mathematics

RESEARCH
IN THE TEACHING of elementary school mathe-

matics during 1959-60 dealt cl)iefly with, problem solving,
grouping for instruction, enrichment for more capable learners, multi-
sensory aids, alternative methods for teaching certain topics, and vari-
ous status Audies. ether areas of interest, received isolated scattered
attention, as seen in the questions and answers which follow.

What factors seem to be related to success in problem solving?
Factorial studies of the problems-solving ability of fifth-grade boys

(Sr. Emm-30) and fiftb-grade girls( McTaggert-66) revealed two
primary factors common for both boys and girlsa verbal-cognitive
factor and an arithmetic factorwith a third primary factor differing
for boys (a spatial factor) and girls (an apkoach-to-problem-solving
factor). Another investigator found that. among fouali-grade pupils
intelligence was not a major factor in relation to problem-solving abil-
ity, and that comprehensive reading skill was more highly related
to problem-solving ability than was word concept skill (Sanderlin-
81). - One investigator tineloped a specific problem-solving program
for sixth-grade pupils and found it to be no more or less effective than
the procedures suggested by the authors of a basic textbook series
(Faulk-34). A cooperative "action research" study sought, to deter-
mine ways to improve pupils' problem-solving ability (Sisters of
Mercy-85).

How helpful is the grouping of children for instruction?
One investigator found no significant difference in achievement

among second-grade pupils when two types of grouping for instruc-
tion were compared : intraclass grouping and whole-class instruction
(Pressler-76). On the basis of informal observation, another inves-
tigator suggested that two or three groups were most desirable at the
fourth-grade level. ( Luetge-57). In a different kind of investigation
involving seventh-grade pupils, no significant difference in the emer-
gence of creative intellectual behavior in mathematics was found
between pupils working in groups and those working as individuals
(Spraker-89).

675708 0-63-2



4 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH 19 5 9 AND 19 6 0

What enrichment activities are worthy of use?

Historical number stories were suggested for use in the,intermediate
gritdes (Kreitz-52). Another investigator compiled a list of suitable
activities and materials for use at the second-grade level (Ander-
son-3).

What multisensory aids are suggested as helpful?

A compilation of multisensory aids for use in the intermediate
grades was prepared by one investigator (Drisdale-27). Another
investigator found that the use of prearranged multisensory materials

the teaching of measurement units at the fifth- and sixth-grade
levels produced no significant advantage in relation to quantitative
understanding, computational skill, and attitude toward school 'sub-
jects (Mott-68):

What do analyses of textbooks reveal?

One investigator found that in connection with the program for
teaching basic addition and subtraction facts in the first and second
grades, the State -approved textbooks differed among themselves as
to scope, organization, and presentation of facts included (Wade-99).
Another investigator found that for texts for grades 3 to 6 published
between 1920 and 1960, many changes during this 40-year period were
in harmony with research findings relative to the teaching of problem
solving and computational skills, but that numerous recommenda-
tions stemming from research had not been utilized in the develop-
ment of textbook materials (Singer-84). One investigator devel-
oped criteria and procedures for textbook evaluation (Story-92). In
a somewhat different vein, an analysis of the first-grade texts and pro-
fessional writings of five "arithmetic specialists" revealed that each
holds similar ideas regarding the nature of first-grade arithmetic, but
there is a great difference in content and method (Sr. Ryan-79).

What factors are related to the understanding of basic mathematical
principles?

used on students in grades.8 to 12 and in a teacher education pro-
grim, age and student teaching experience were found not to add to
the understanding of basic mathematical principles, but the factors
of teaching experience, level of academic preparation, and number of
semesters of high school mathematics were related positively to the
understanding of basic mathematical principles (Stoneking-91). In
another investigation, it. was suggested that because of psychological
factors involved in teaching mathematics in grades K to 8, number
cannot be made rigorously logical; mastering the number concept



THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 5
requires that the student develop a sense of structure and an ability
to make generalizations (Blacks -10).

What are the effects of different schedules of reinforcement upon the
learning of arithmetic?

At the fifth-grade level, it was found that arithmetic materials
learned under a schedule of reinforcement are retained longer than
similar material-under a schedule of nonreinforcement or a schedule
of reinforcement which follows nonreinforcement (Davis-24).

What are the relative merits of different methods of estimating quotient
figures when dividing by two-figure divisors?

Of the familiar methods of estimation taught at the fifth-grade lev-
el, the "two -rule method" appeared to be least advantageous; also
pointed to evidence that pupils may not. actually use the method they
were "taught" (Carter-20).

Do children taught division of fractiops by the inversion method retain
more, or less skill than those taught by the common denominator method?

No significant difference in retention was found for pupils tested
at the end of grade 6 and again at the beginning of grade 7 (Ste-
phens-90 and Dutton-29) .

Is the "ratio method" or the "conventional method" of teaching percent_
to be preferred?

At the seventh-grade level there appeared to be no /difference
betvieen methods in developing ability to interpret statements about
percent, but the ratio method resulted in greater and more permanent
skill ; however, neither method was judged successful with pupils of
low mental ability (McMahon-65) .

What are the current attitudes toward arithmetic on the part of children
and teachers?

At the third-, fourth-, avl sixth-grade levels it was found that a
very large proportion of both boys and girls liked arithmetic and felt
it is useful (at all three levels, girls liked arithmetic better than boys) ;
also, the majority of teachers sampled definitely enjoyed teaching
arithmetic (Stright-93).

How do high and low arithmetic achievers among underage and normal-
age children compare in personal and social adjustments?

At the second-grade level it was found that high'arithmetic achieve-
ment was associated with high ratings on the personality instrument,
but that differences between normal-age and underage pupils and
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between boys and girls tended to be only chance differences (Ander-
son-51).

What relationship exists between understanding various systems of nu-
meration and understanding our conventional decimal system?

At the seventh-grade level a statistically significant correlation of
0.67 was found between test. scoms dealing with nondecimal numera-
tion systems and.those dealing with our conventional decimal system
(Albanese-1).

The following status and related studies were reported and are
listed here only by topic investigated :

1. A comparison of the teaching of arithmetic iii the elementary
schools of the United States and New Zealand (Dun-
can-28).

0. A survey of arithmetic teaching practices in Tennessee,
grades 1 to 8 (Johnston-45).

:3. A diagnostic study of the understandings of concepts in
mathematics by 33 fifth -grade pupils (Bruce-15).

4. A study of the major causes of arithmetic difficulties among
35 seventh-grade pupils (Lindsey-5-1).

3. Identification of individual differences in arithmetic abilities
among three fourth-grade classes (\V we-100).

6. A study of children's learning to write the 10 basic numerals
(Downs-26).



Research In the Teaching of
High School Mathematics

!WAXY OF THE FACETS and points of view of the new cur-
M riculums for the high school which have developed in the last
few years are being tested experimentally and evaluated. Studies
reflecting current interest in high-ability students are also in evidence.
These and other studies are briefly reviewed in connection with 10
major questions which follow.

What do studies on the evaluation of new curriculums show?
A large- scale study (Payette-72) showed that students exposed

to conventional mathematics have neither a pronounced nor a con-
sistent advantage over students exposed to School Mathematics Study
Group mathematics with respect. to the learning of traditional mathe-
matical skills. Students exposed to SMSG instruction acquire pro-
nounced and consistent extensions of developed mathematical ability
beyond that developed by students exposed to conventional mathe-
matics instruction. There is positive evidence to suggest that students
at all academic ability levels as riteasured by School and College Abili-
ty Test can learn considerable segments of School Mathematics Study
Group materials.

In another study (Malan-59) students studying .a modern ninth-
grade program achieved significantly higher on the l.ankton Algebra
Test than students studying traditional materials.

In a third study (Hamilton-39) students in contemporary sec-
tions of algebra I were found to have more enthusiasm than students
in traditional sections with no loss of achievement on traditional
materials.

What are the comparative merits of different pedagogical techniques in
teaching mathematics?

The inductive method of teaching was compared with the deductive
method in ninth-grade general niathernatics ( Thom ps04-95) .
Although the before and after tests used were too dissimilar for sig-
nificant comparison, it. was observed that. weekly recitations and week-
ly test performances were better during the semester when the induc-.

tive methOd was used.
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The spiral or functional method of teaching was compared with
the traditional method in ninth-grade general mathematics classes
and algebra, classes (Woodbury-103) . General mathematics achieve-
ment is greater for the spiral method, while algebra achievement is
greater for the traditional method., Positive resptInses toward math-
ematics was greater in both algebra and general mathematics classes
when taught by the traditional method.

The experimental method of teaching computations with signed
numbers in which pupils were enabled to formulate their own rules
was compared with the traditional method of teaching with at stand-
ard textbook (Zahnke-104). Comparisons of matched groups in-
dicated no significant difference, but the students in the experimental
classes were more enthusiastic about their homework.

A method of teaching the three cases of percentage in which em-
phasis was placed-on an understanding.of the three types and their
interrelationships was compared with the usual textbook method
(Tredway-97). The experimental method provided significatitly
better learning and superior retention for pupils of average intelli-
gence. It was found that 20 days was adequate time for teaching
percentage when the experimental method was used.

The effectiveness of a team of two teachers and a secretary teach-
ing large algebra classes of 107, 192, und 192 students was compared
with that of a single. teacher with algebra classes averaging 34 stu-
dents (Engstrom-32). The top and bottom 20 percent. in the large
groups achieved as much, if not more, than the equivalent. groups
in the small classes, more individual help was given in the large
classes, superior and poor students received more special instruction
in the large. classes, discipline was better in the larger groups, and
there was more competition among top students in the larger classes.

The effects of a remedial program on the mathematical disabilities
of junior high students was studied (Cahoon-17). Significant
gains warranted the recommendation of a remedial instruction
program, but. this should be longer than 10 weeks.

What are the psychological factors in learning mathematics?

Mental age was found to be a stronger factor than algebra apti-
tude or grade level in influencing. the, learning of the concepts and
fundamental skills in handling signed numbers (Zelechoski-105).

Eighth- and ninth-grade students with high mathematical apti-
tude were paired in order to compare their capacity to achieve in a
traditional algebra course (Cornum---22). It. was 'found that the
eighth-grade students had as much capacity as the ninth-grade
students in learning algebra.
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A study comparing boys and girls (Dirr-25) found that boys
and girls are .equal in algebraic and geometric vocabulary, while
the boys are superior in geometric computation and the girls in
algebraic computation.

Another study compared boys' and girls' factor patterns through
an investigation of the domain of an elementary algebra test. A
comparison of the factor patterns in this study indicates that boys
and girls, even when equally matched for achievement. in algebra,
use tWir abilities in different. ways in algebraic computation. Boys
tend to solve algebraic problems through a recognition of broad
relationships among content areas; girls tend to keep content areas
relatively separate and to see detailed relationships among the
elements of a given area.

What are the results of studies of high-ability students in mathematics?
The relation of personality factors to success in mathematics was

investigated (Kochnower-51) . The mathematically inclined male
emerged as a sensitive, insecure, introspective individual who tends
to avoid group activities. He clings to his own convictions, refusing
to subordinate them to common group standards. In the female,
there was no evidence relating personality to achievement in
mat hemat acs.

The reasons for success and failure in mathematics of high-ability
students was investigated (Mamary-61) . The successful students had
regular study hours, studied without radio or TV, had chores to do
at home, found mathematics useful, had parents who were good in
mathematics, did not expect better grades in other courses, had
elementary school teachers who enjoyed arithmetic, and did not get
behind in their work. Unsuccessful students felt they *ould have
done better in a slower moving group and thought their teachers
taught only to a top few. Successful students did not try to relete
mathematics':to everything, thought that. insight into mathematics
was an important reason for success, that to be successful one should
not memorize it, and that one had to work hard to succeed.

What are the results of attempt to include new topics in the mathematic
curriculum?

A unit on inequalities was developed and taught to a high school
geometry class (Anderson-4). The students strengthened their
ability to work with equalities and were more able to make.generali-
zations not limited to equalities. The concept. of inequalities was
successfully introduced in a high school class.

A 6-week course incorporating aspects of linear program with
traditional ninth-grade algebra was taught and evaluated (Cotter
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23). The group, displayed interest and enthusiasm. Almost every
student w.as able to contribute to the ayplicat ions. QuKstions about
proof, postplates, and theorems arose natimally. Most of the gi4oup
finished the final test. problem.

A unit on probability and statistics for high school seniors was
prepared and taught, and the relationship between certain factom
and achie4ment in the unit was analyzed (McKinley-64). The
students showed a significant gain in achievement dut:ing the study,
that of the college preparatory students being the matest.

A unit on dimensional a wnalysis as developed an4 taught to an
experimental high school class (Saar-80). Tests before and after
the unit showed that high school students in nut.thentatie.4 and physics
have slight. knowledge of dimensional analysis hut that elementAry
aspects of the topic can be taught with understanding at their level.

A 4week unit On quadratic ftinctions was constructed, taught,
and evaluated in it nintit-gmle algebnt class (Paige-70). The,
experimental class was matched with a control group on the basis
of mathematical achieveniont. Statist icallrsignificant differences in
favor of Jte experimental class were obtained. Tabulated observed
reactions favored the experimental group on a number 01 points.

What are the attitudes of mathematics teachers toward the intlusion of
certain advanced topics in the mathematics curriculum?

Teachers were favorable to the inclusion of analytic geometry.
calculus.and statistics, but their attitudes did not show; high rela-
tionship with such factors as feelings of competency, credits in mathe-
matics, experience, and sire of school (Spi I la ne---8R ). f

What topics are suitable for enrichment of the mathematics curriculum?

Fourteen major understandings associated with probable inference
and 6 major understandings associated with necessary inference were
developed (Smith £3i) with specific, suggestions for inclusion in arith-
metic. algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.

Episodes in the development. of pi can be developed into a number
of worthwhile and interesting units for junior and senior high school
students (Schaffner-82).

Materials in non-Euclidean geometry, projective geometry, and
topology were prepared as a set of 30 enrichment lessons, presented
informally and the effectiveness of the presentation evaluated
(Snert---86). The papers on these topics written by the 44 students
in the study showed a mastery on the average of 28 of the 37 major
points upon which they were graded.
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Such topics as geometrical transformations, geometry of circles,
iteins related to the Pythagorean theorem, homothetic figures, and

. irisect ion problems were used by one researcher (Hanson-41).
9

What are the findings of certain surveys of secondary mathematics edu-
cation in the United States?

One survey (Baker-8) showed that there were special mathematics
programs for superior seventh- and eighth-grade pupils in 17.6 per-
cent of Nlichigan junior high schools. In the seventh grade, one-third
were enrichment, one-third were acceleration, and one-third were both
enrichment. accelerat ion. Nfore teachers than pupils regarded the
subject matter of the special courses as more difficult.

The status of the mathematics program for above-average students
in 6 New Jersey junior high 'schools in the spring of 1960 was sur-
veyed ( Maccia58). Of the nine schools having over 1,000 students,
all had either acceleration or, enrichment programs. All 11 schools
with neither acceleration nor enrichment had fewer than 1,000 pupils.
A total. of 12 schools had only acceleration, 19 had only enrichment,
while 14 had both.

Trends in secondary ,school mathematics in New Jersey were sur-
veyed by a seminar at Trenton State College (Ilansdoerfrer-40). Of
00 schools contacted, $ responded, all of which indicated that they
vere offering contemporary mat hentat ics to their st udents.

The trends in secondary school mathematics education from 1955 to
190 were studied (Kelley-48). The trends revealed a broader sense
of mathematical values and more stress on mathematics as such and
less on consumer mathematics. There has not been the fundamental
change in mathematics that publicity About the major curricular
reports seem to indicate. The 12th-grade courses presented consid-
erable divergence.

The status of ma4hematics teachers in Kansas high schools was
investigated (('lark-21). One-half of the teachers have a student
load of fewer than 40 students, while 1 ih 7 instructs more than 120
mat Itenno ies students per day. Almost one-third failed to meet the
new State certification requirement of 18 hours of mathematics.

What are the findings of certain surveys of secondary mathematics edu-
cation abroad?

The status and innovations in the mathematics program of the
Soviet secondary school was the object ot the studies of two investi-
gators (Vogel i 98 and Rolser-12 ).' Syllabuses, textbooks, problem
books, and graduation examinations were analyzed in detail. Three
trends were largely responsible for changes from 1952 to 1959 : (1)

675708 0-63-3



12 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH 1959 AND 1960

Polytechnism or stress on applications, (2) a trend toward.lightening
the pupils' academic load, (3) desire to modernize or raise the scien-
tific level of their secondary mathematics program.

An extremely detailed and authentic picture of mathematics educa-
tion in the Soviet ITnion was prettented. in the Bo lser (12) study.
Many sources were studied ranging from Library 'Qf Congress. mate-
rials to interviews with Soviet educators and officials. Besides the
curriculum, the study describes the training and status of mathematics
teachers.

How well do tests predict?

An erperiment. in the 'prediction of success in ninth-grade algebra
and general matItematics indicated that five predictor variables have
significant predictive value for algebra but not for general mathe-
matics. A regression equation was developed to help teachers and
counselors predict success in algebra (Carboneau-18).

The validity of the Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test was investi-
gated (AndersonM. The criterion being predicted was success on
the State objective test in algebra. The validity coefficient was found
to be as high or higher than can usually be expected for a prognosis.
test.

The comparative value of three geometry prognosis tests and an
arithmetic achieyement test in predicting success in plane geometry
was studied (Ifolnan-42). The Lee Test seemed to be the best
predictor, but statistical tests of the significance of the differences
did not confirm this. However, at the 10 percent level of confidence
the Lee Test was a better predictor than the California Mathematics
Test.

A pilot study was made to determine the efficiency of the Iowa
Tests of Educational Development in predicting mathematics grades
of 1201-grade boys. The highest correlation was with algebra and
next with intermediate algebra, both at the .01 level of confidence.
The correlation wit geometry was not significant.



Research in the Teaching of
College Mathematics

TIFFTHE

MAJOR EMPHASES in studies on the college level were.
the content of the curriculum, methods of teaching, and the

preparation of teachers. Also, the historical method of research was
an essential tool in several investigations The questions below, sup-
plemented by some comments, reflect the major issues considered in
these studies.

What should be the nature of the freshman mathematics course for
liberal arts students?

For junior., college freshmen one investigator (Besserman---9
recommended e type,o.f 'reinedial course for students poorly prepared
in matheritatics and,_for others, a cultural course emphasizing the
`nature of mathematics and its role in our civilization. A study
dealing with remedial mathematics in Kansas (Fisher-35) indicated
that a freshman course in "elementary and intermediate algebra" was
indefensible.

.

Another irfiestigator (Milligan-87), guided by criteria for content
selection and ;.. uence, found that. it was possible to devise a modern
mathematics cou for freshmen without rejecting all of traditional
mathemat ic&

When an integrated course in college algebra, trigonometry, and
analytic geometry was compared. with the teaching of the separately
over a period of three quarters during the freshman year, it was found
(Popejoy---75) that there was no difference in the learning of the first
two subjects, but a significant, advantage in the learning of analytic
geometry when taught as part of the integrated course.
To what extent is there an emphasis on modern 'mathematics in the
junior concise'?

In Illinois it was discovered (Litwiller-55) that only brief mention
of modern mathematics was made in junior college courses. The lack_
of attention to 'such mathematics was apparently due to.certain gaps
in the preparation of the teachers..

What mathematics is deeded for applications?.
Orie.study (Wood-1(12) showed that mathematical analysis, matrix

theory, probability and statistics, and numerical analysis were needed
13
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in applications to industry. Very little use ulks found 'for various
kinds of geometry.

- Is it possible to use more physics in teaching mathematics?
One research study ((rant-37) showed hosNt many physics formu-

las.could be selected and, used in teaching mathematics topics as far
as the calculus:

. .Should the concept of sets be used in teaching a first course in probability?
The method of teaching probability via sets (Maletsky-60) did not-

have a statistically significant advantage over a traditional method
and one other procedure, when the solving ,of- problems .in statistics
and success in stutistical inference were used as criteria.

Do student-Constructed assignments have a desirable effect on learnin,e,
Students Who constructed, worked, anii, checked assignments in a

freshman mathenuitics course surpassed another group taught tradi-
tionally: (Sister Rose., Marian-62), by a statistically .signifreaiit
annount, in the solving otalgebrttic. pi.soblems, critical thinking, and
mastery of lilgebraic content.

Is there an advantage in, teaching solid analytic geometry by means of
vectors?

1*

Although there Wa8 a constant margin in favor of the vector method
over the traditional procedure (Pettofrezzo-73), the difference was
not statistically significant.

What are the results of using television in-the teaching of mathematics?
A questionnaire evaluation of a course in tbe te.aching of arithmetic,

involving 16 weekly telecasts as well as other activities, revealed
(Jenni-44) that the respondents were motivated more by the new
medium than by the usual classroom procedure. It seemed unlikely,
however*,"that the telecasts alone could have produced the understand-
ings attained.

Another study (Lancaster and Erskine-53) seemed to reveal that
large class instruction surpassed both television and smell class meth-
ods in the learning of analytic geometry. However, the difference
between the first two methods was indecisive in the case of die calculus.

What should be the conteqt and organization of a freshman mathematics
. . course "fer".engineers?

p

Pt. The' conclusion in one study (Horton-43) was that the course
should be organized around the function concept,:iyith. certain basic

si%. Analytical concepts providing the problem-solving structure.
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What do students-beginning a course in the teaching of arithmetic know
about arithmetic?

In a study of158 prospective elementary school teachers in Illinois,
one investigator (Fulkerson-36) found that performance was poorest
on verbal *problems and percentage. The students with more high
school units of matDematical preparation did better on the test than
those with fewer. I -

-ta--r; prospective elementary school teachers to understand arith-
metic through a short preserve course?

4

Two studies (Dutton-29 and Pitts-74) produced encouragm
resifits. Many concepts are understood. In the second study over
80 percent of the responses to items on the comprehension of the
structbre of the number system were correct. However, the ability to
apply stuctural properties varied -greatly, especially in the case of the
inverse. Dislike for arithmetic, expressed by one-third of the students
in the. first. study, centered around fear of word pfoblems and a
reptignance toward drill.

Which concepts and processes of mathematics are needed in the prep-
aration of elementary school teachers?

In the. opinion of elementary school teachers and experts in mathe-
matics educ.ation, concepts needed are from arithmetic, consumer
mathematics, business application, certain geometric concepts, and
graphs, supplemented by selccted concepts and processes from modern
mathematics (Carpenter-161.

What is the present preparation of prospective elementary school teachers.
in arithmetic in this country?

A nationwide suvey (Erst-33) reveded that the majority of ele-
mentary school te:ichers are not, adequately prepared in the coittent of
mathematics or in methods of teaching mathematics. Content courses
for these future teachers are offered in obiy one-fourth of the liberal
arts colleges; such a course is usually college algebra, or geometry, or
rigononietry.
Seventy-seven percent of the liberal arts colleges revired neither

com'ses in. content nor methods of teaching mathematics. "Teachers
collOges, as a whole, gare better preparation.

V

What have been the trep4s in the education of senior high school mathe-
matici teachers?

I

line investigator (Sdiumaker-83) discovered that from 1920 to
1958 the median minimum requirement for teaching majors rose from
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24 to 27 semester hours of mathematics, and from 21 to 24 semesterhours in education courses. Over the years the mathematics coursesshowing the greatest gain in popularity were college geometry, mathe-matics of finance, and elementary statistics. In general, the require-ments were influenced most by the nature of the secondary school cur-riculum, very little by national committee reports.
How serious is the shortage of college teachers of mathematics?

Reports on 144 positions available in 1957-58 showed that 25 percentof those employed failed to meet,the minimum degree requirements forthe position. Of 79 positions requiring a Ph. D. degree, only 50 werefilled by individuals holding the degree (Keller-47 and Smith-87).The same investigators also evaluated a special master's degree pro-gram designed to use retired armed services personnel for helping tomeet shortages in the teaching of college mathematics. Of 2,562 posi-tions listed for 1959-61, 1,153, or 45 percent, would be available tothese retired men..

Did Saccheri's publications have any influence on the later developmentof non-Euclidean geometry?
Although most historians had discounted the influence of Saccheri'sworks, such as EurlideR Ab Otani Naero rindiratim, one study(Allegri-2) provided considerable evidence to the contrary.

Whai contributions did Hilbert make to the evoluiion of mathematics?
Hilbert, early concerned with the method of models, noncontradic-tion, and independence in an axiom system, later worked on a simul-taneous development of logic and mathematics leading to the scienceof metamathematics (Kenner-49),

What has been the impact of the development of ,tests of statistical hy-potheses on the teaching of statistics in the United States?.
The work of Bayes on inverse probability in 1763 was followed muchdater by R. A. Fisher's work involving the making of probability state-ments about certain parameters of sampling distributions. In moderntimes, after Neyrnan's and Pearson's contributions to "best tests" ofhypotheses, mathematical abstractions have developed to such a pointthat those interested in applying the tests have had great difficulties.In the United States there has been a shift of emphasis from descrip-tive statistics to statistical inference (Taylor-94).

What can be done to stimulate undergraduate students in mathematicsto show initiative and do creative work?
One investigator (May---43) found honor work, including honor

problems, colloquia, student-faculty collaboration, and publication of
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results, very helpful. It seemed, however, that honor work should bea supplement to regular courses, and that enrichment, rather thanacceleration, was most effective.
How can success in college freshman mathematics be predicted?

One investigatiok (Grehl--38) showed that neither the Q-score ofthe American Council on Education nor a mathematics proficiency testproved their value in predicting the individual's success in freshmanmathematics. However, the Q-score did just about as well as theproficiency test.

--



Summary

Elementary School Level

THE TASK of the teacher of arithmetic is to develop not only the
student's computational ability but also his ability to solve prob-

lems. In harmony with such objectives, several researchers tried to
determine the factors that are related to success in problem solving.
Most. teachers will agree with tLe finding that comprehensive readingability is related to problem-solving ability; however, it is doubtful
if they will agree that intelligence is not a major factor. A profitable
area for investigation may be indicatked by the studies that hint that
boys differ from girls in the may they approach problem solving.

The grouping of children was the theme of several research studies;
however, no significant results were reported. The answer to "Is
grouping of children desirable?" may depend on the teacher, objectivesof the grouping, and the children. Perhaps ii more important ques-
tion for the teacher is "When and how can grouping be helpful ?"

This same type-of question about mult isensory aids might be investi-
gated rather than a statistical study about, children taught with aids
and children taught without aids.

ticular skill t concept. This type of research is not yielding great

fResearch As concerned w;th the "best' method of teaching a par-

returns. P rhaps there is not a best method tor all teacher:: or all
pupils. 4: ccessful teachers seem to use many different methods, and
there is v nee the pupil may not ?me the method he is taught.

In se e 1 of the experimental programs in arithmetic, nondecimal
syste o numeration are studied.. One research study sought to find
relati nships between understanding various systems of numeration
and inderstanding our decimal system. Perhaps this area needsfart er exploration to answer the question, "Under what .circumstancesand for whit pupil is the study of the other systems of numeration
pro table?"

\s High School Level

Nearly half of the studies done at the high school level grew out of
the ferment in the .mathematics curriculum..of the past 7 or 8 years.

18
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Some of these involved tryouts of new units of content. Others were
concerned about the possibility of teaching some of the traditional
subjects earlier. In other studies the learning of mathematics by
students in some of the new programs was compared with the learningof students in traditional-programs.

Other investigations dealt with the influence of attitudes on thelearning of mathematics, the effectiveness of special programs forthe gifted, basic differences between boys and girls in learning
algebra and geometry, whatdifference small or large classes make, andthe contrasts between the Russian program and ours. Predicting
success in algebra and geometry, comparing methods of teachinglhesame topic or subject, and a historicitl study of plane geometry text-
books were other subjects of research.

Briefly stated, new units ma be taught effectively without harmingthe learning of the old units. , For students at the same level of abilityalgebra can be learned just as well in the eighth Vrade as in the ninth.'
Students can gain a fairly good grasp of what _is meant by geometric
proof:as early as the seventh grade. It seems highly probable that
even when the teacher variable and the "halo effect" are controlled,
students taught under the SMSG program in grades 7 through 12 do
almost as well with traditional 'materials and distinctly better in con-
tent extending beyond the cvnventional.

In addition to the content of the curriculum, there were several
studies emphasizing the attitudes and typical behavioral patterns of
those who were successful, and those .who were unsuccessful in learning
mathematics. Some of these findings may be useful in identifying
high-ability students and in counseling them. One university has,
for several years, been concentrating on acquiring information about
sex differences in learning elementary and secondary school mathe-
matics through extensive use of factor analysis applied to large
numbers of students. This cooperat ive type of research is likely, in thelong run, to yield a larger harvest than scattered, unorganized research
involving small numbers of students. An important sex difference
among high achievers also turned up in a study done at a different
university. Its appeared that high:achieving girls are less likely to be
labeled "brains" than are many of the high-achieving boys.

Some studies seemed to confirm the results of earlier studies. Thus,
teaching percentage in one package as a-relation among three variables
gave better results than teaching it by the "three cases." Students in
large .classes, at the upper and lower levels of ability did as well, if
not better, than cdmparable sets in srnaller Classes. Of course, limits
have to be put on the meaning of "large" and "small." Finally,

675708 Or-43------4
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attempts to predict achievement on a criterion by multiple correlation
and regression added nothing of significance to what was already
known from past studies.

College Level

What wert the distinctive features of research in college-level
problems of mathematics education during 1959-60 I What was new
What seemed significant? Which studies provided further support
foi conclusions tentatively' established by earlier research I Which
research method seemed to be most frequently used I

Although is Often difficult to separate clearly studies concerned
with what to teach from those dealing with how to teach, at least five
studies were essentially "content" -studies. Four of these investiga7
tions treated the problem of what to teach in freshman mathematics
courses. The findings did' not seem to reveal any new. ideas on this
subject. They did, however, confirm what has been done in the past.
The fifth study, concerned with what, should be the _mathematical
preparation of prospective elementary teachers, likewise produced no
startling revelations. A comparison of the findings of this study with
the recent recommendations of the Mathematical Association of
America indicates how much needs to be done.

Two" curriculum studies have a bearing on the emphasis on "modern
mathematics" in precollege and college courses Otstudy. Despite the
work of the College Entrance Examination Board, the University of
Illinois Cothmittee on School Mathematics, the School Mathematics

. Study Group, and Committee on. the Undergraduate Program in
Mathematics, junior college teachers of mathematics in one State
hardly mentioned modern mathematics. in their classes. It is im-
portant to know whether this ignoring of modern mathematics is a
general practice in college courses.

Another survey of the uses of mathematicfi i industry seemed to
imply that there is still no great demand for t "new mathematics"
in this field.

For our technological world some thinks and experimenters have
been calling for the coordinated teaching of athematics and physics.
One dissertation showed how topics from hysics might be incor-
porated into the mathematics program as far as the calculus.

Other investigations involved both content and methods of teaching:
The results of teaching probability via sets, and solid analytical
geometry by means of vectors, were just as good as those obtained by
traditional methods. If it had been posgible to conduct the experi-
ments longer, the new approaches might have been significantly better.

if)
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udies were concerned with the use of television. It seems
obvious that television cannot be used alone for effective results The
increased cost per segment of instruction was not reported. Appar-
ently, we still do'not know at what point, in terms of number of
students, television "pays off."

For a long time teachers have wondered whetiker courses in "inte-
grated mathematics" are any better than compartmentalized teaching
of separate subjects. In a prograth involving college algebra, trigo-
nometry, and analytic geometry, the integrated course results were
just as good as the compartmentalized ones in college algebra and
trigonometry, and much better than a separate course in analytic
geometry. These findings occurred even when no attempt was made
'to find out whether one group of students or the other would.be more
successful in solving probleths involving the coordinated use of the
three subjects.

The mathematics education of elementary school teachers received
considerable attention in .1959-60. Previous studies had suggested
that these teachers might never' come to understand elementary xnathe-*
matics. Two studies on their ability to comprehend the concepts and
structure of 'arithmetic gave very optimistic results. Perhaps the
SMSG program for the elementary school is feasible.

On the other hand, another extensive purvey made it quite clear
that liberal arts colleges need to reconsider the adequacy of their
programs for preparing future teachers of mathematics in the ele-
mentary school.

The conclusion by Schumaker that matheinatical requirements in
the preparation of teachers of senior high school mathematics have
been influenced by the new mathematics programs of the secondary
school is certainly true. It is further confirmed by the report of the
Mathematical Association of America in the publication of high school
mathematics. All one needs to do is to read the report of the associa-
tion on what the preparation of high school teachers of mathematics
should be.

It is interesting to note that., of three historical studies, two were
concerned with men who influenced the development of modern geom-
etry and one with the evolution of modern statistics. It is encourag-
ing to see some movement away froth exclusive dependence on
controlled groups and sophisticated statistics in educational research.

On the other hand, a considerable number of studies during this' riod made extensive use fof polls of expert opinion, .responses to
questionnaires, and derivatioh of criteria froth an analysis of the liter-
ature. Too often the result a mirrorlike one bin which the findings
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are a reflection of the statlis quo. Frequently the reports received indi-
cate that the results obtained are not reliable because of the careless
use of techniques.



!I

Recommindations for Future Research

THIS PART of the report written with a great deal of humilityTHIS
witt the knowledge that it is much easier to point out .weak-

nesses in research than it. is to conduct research without weaknesses.
For many of the researchers it was their first introduction to research
in mathematics education; others were under economic pressure to
complete a degree; therefore, perfection is not expected. However,
the .reported research in 195%--60 represents considerable time out of
the lives of manppeople and the expenditure of money which could
be used for other purposes. The writers would be remiss not to point
out some vital weaknesses that are readily apparent. The neophyte
should.either make a smell contribution to the solution of a significant
problem, or he should gain experience in techniques and research
design that reflect the best research practice. Even a casual inspection
of the studies shows that few of the researchers experienced either of
these values.

To improve mathematics education research, leaders in the field
must become more critical of both the design and the findings of the
studies. It wcld seem advisable to make an earnest nationwide effort
to upgrade research in mathematicseducation. The preseot swnina4
of research shows that many persons have eqtacked small problems
of minor importance. Statistical treatment. in many cases was not
appropriate for the-raw data.. Some of the studies were mere compila-
tion of teaching materials which were never published. Such research

alms little, if any, improvenient in the teaching of mathematics. In
fact, participation in such activities does not prepare the neophyte
for membership on a team project in mathematics educ.ation such as
those being financed by the Federal Government or national
foundations.

The research in mathematics education from the first collectiori in
.1952 to the present collection in 1960 reflect three important needs:

F ir8t, crucial Problems need to be identified. National leaders in
the field need to identify important problems that may be successfully
solved as part of the requirements for a degree. These problems may
be identified 'by State groups, national committees, or higher educa-
tion conferences. In any case they must be identified to give direction
to the research.
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Second, teams of research workers are needed in attacking many of
the problems. The day has passed when the efforts of a single
researcher makes an impact on mathematics education. The research
of the beginners must be coordinated and cooperative whenopossible,
as in a project carried on by the Catholic University of America. Sev-eral of their students have tried to determine factors or patterns in
learning mathematics that exist among girls but not among boys.

Third, the results of the research should be clearly and adequately
reported. It is difficult for research findings to be implemented unless
the following criteria are met :

1. The problem and subproblems should be clearly stated.
2. The number and characteristics of the subjects or the experiment shouldbe provided.

a The duration of the experimenkshould be stated.
4. The procedure of the experiment or study should be clearly described.
5. The method of sampling should be specified.
& The evaluation instruments should be identified,
7. The findings should be separated from the mearcher's conclusions and

recommendation!.

In addition to the accurate reporting of n3search, the reports must
receive wide distribution. Perhaps a national organization such as
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics could stimulate bet-
ter research by giving wide publicity to the better studies. Unpub-
lished research has little impact on classroom practice.

The many students and faculty who are working in mathematics
education will increase their impact if (a) crucial problems are
attacked, (b) coordinated efforts are used to solve them, and (c)
research findings, clearly and adequately reported, receive wide
distribution.



Unanswered Questions In the Teaching of
Mathematics

T"E
QUESTIONNAIRE used in this study asked the nmearcherto list one or two important questions still unanswered. In gen-eral, these questions were related to the researcher's study; however,these questions or problems vary widely both as to significance and asto type. Each of the following questions was asked or implied by atleast one researcher, and some of the questions were the concern ofseveral.

1. m what extent do bourses in methods of teacidng arithmetic contributeto the improvement of instruction in the subject?
2. When Is the discovery method more effective than the telling methodin the tiachtng of arithmetici
3. Which type of inservice progrws seem most effective for Improvingthe teaching of mathematics?
4. What In the best combination of concrete and abstract mathematics Inan undergraduate mathematics curriculum?
5. What are the best ways to stimulate mathematical creativity amongundergraduates and graduate major In mathematics?
6. What is the effect of the MSG junior high school program on the stu-dent's later learning of mathematics?
7. What are the best ways to measure the ability to reason?
8. What are the effects of audiovisual methods on the learning of highschool algebra?
9. How effective is a vector method in teaching trigonometry or planegeometery?

10. Does the teaching of the cilculus before analytic geometry make thetatter more meanineul?
U. How effective are teacber-educatjon curriculums in meeting the needs-of the mathematics teachers in the field?
12. Can pupils learn more easily and retain longer certain ideas and topicsin mathematics if they work creatively without a textbook?
13. To what extent does acceleration influence a student's future Interest andwork in mathematics?
14. To what extent do concrete or Manipulative materials contribute to thelearning of arithmetic?
15. Should less capable students study the same mathematics as otherstudents at a slower pace, or be exposed to a different program ofmathematial?

25
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le. In what ways do c.ettlin attitudes toward mathematics Influence thelearning of mathematics? To what extent can certain of these attitudes
be strengthened or weakened? How?

17. Can eighth-grade students having high mathetiiatical aptitude -succeedas well In a tuodern. ninth-grade course as they can in a traditional one?
18. Do students studying contemporarir mathematics in high school do betterin the examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board thanthe who study traditional mathematics?
19. Mat kind of rigorous derktopment of algebra, trigonometry, and dna-lytic4ioinetry, analogous to that of plane geometry, would be most effec-

tive in the secondary school?
20. What should be the grade placement of *ies from probability and sta-

tistics In elementary and secondary schools?
21. To what extent does membership in a mathematics.club nee interest

and achievement at the secondary school level?
22. What is the lowest mental age at which the concept ot directed numbers,and the operations on them, should be taught ?
23. To what extent have the mathematics programs of American colleges4

been revised to include more of "modern mathematics"'
24. What are appropriate tuaterials and exercises for teaching mathematical

proof at the ninth-grade level through algebra?
25. Are integrated mathematics Zourses at the 10th- or llth-grade level more

effective than separate courses In plane geometry, advanced algebra,
and t rigonoissetry

26. To what extent should social applications of arithmetic be taught at'the seventh- and eighth-grade levels?
27. What modern motiNbtitaties thouild be Included In the education of pro-

spective elementaty seti01 teachers?
28. Mutt specific in modern mathematics should be tstutett the slow

pupil in the secondary school?
20. What' difference in lawn achievement does the teaher's knowledge of

arithmetic really make?
30. What provisions can one make for gifted students when enrollments do

not allow for homogeneous sectioning of chimes?
31. What mathematics should we require of ali'lligh school pupils?
32. What are t be characteristics of teachers who motivate student s to pursue

the study of mathematics?
e 33. What new demands In mathematics k industry placing upon its

eniployees?
34. Is mathematical aptitudti a single identity or a pattern of aptitudes?
35. To what. extent and how may programed material In matiubthatics be

used?
6. How should television lie used to make mathematics instruction most

effective?
f.

a4

J
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Appendix: Summary of Research Studies
1. ALBANIA; Doscrritv THERESA. The Relationship Between the Average Test

Scores on a Unit Using Various Systems of Numeration and Avenge Test Scores'on Unite Using the Traditional Numeration Earned by 113 Eleventh-Grade Pupils.
(1900, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N.J.)

Problesn.To investigate the relationship between the average test scores onan original unit using various systems of numeration and average test scoreson units using traditionallase-ten numeration.
Procedure.-4 2-week ,untt on nondecimal systems of numeration was devel-

oped. Fire seventh-grade classes (113 pupils) were tested on irk) their knowl-
edge of and-414111y to work with nondecimal -systems of numeration followinguse of the experimental unit, and (b) their knowledge of and ability to workwith the conventional decimal system of numeration during the course of rele-vant instrui*tion spread out over a .7-month period.

Major Findings and Conclusions.A statisticall significant correlation of0.67±0.05 was observed between test scores on the experimental unit ( nondecimalnumeration tifsterns) and avenge test scores on units pertaining to the conven-Hotta! decimal system of numeration. The difference between means (expressedas percents of items right ) of average scores on the two kinds of tests (nondeci-mal numeration systems and the deciruhl system of numeration) was not statis-tically significant (C.R=0.79).
2. Alison, LINDA. The Mathematical Works of Clirolamo flambe:ill, S.J.(1667-1733) . (Ph. D., 1960, Teachers College, Columbia linivenity, N.Y.)
Major Faculty Adriser.Howant F. Fehr...
Problem.---To analyze each of Saccheri's mathematical publications ; to ap-prilse the influence of his work on the development of non-Euclidean geometry ;and to determine the characteristics of. the man hiving a bearing on his contribu-tions to mathematics.

Prooedure.Baccheri's works were read with special attention to his useof a rarely used form of indirect ma, and to his critique of Euclid's treatmentof proportions. Book II of Euelides Ab Omni Naero Vindicatus was translated.The mathematical literature of the period from 1733, "the date of publication ofthis major work,- to the appearance of the first non-Euelideane geometry in 1829,was studied.

Major Findings and Conclusions.Repeated mention of Saccheri in the liter-ature from 1733 to 1829 points to the possibility that his influence on. non-Euclidean geometry may have been greater than previous historians have indi-cated. &imbed emerges as a logician with some ideas about the subjtct thatare quite modern. He certainly had an appreciation of the crucial importanceof the parallel postulate in the foundation of geometry.
8. ANDERSON, Dons W. Arithmetic Enrichment Activities for#1,cond Grade.(Ed.M., 19619 University of Txas, Austin.)
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Major Faculty Adviser.Frances Flournoy.
Problem.--To collect and prepare enrichment materials related to the arith-

metic concepts and skills taught in the second grade.
Procedure.Survey of professional literature, published and unpublished, and

resource materials. Compilation of Suitable ac lvities and materials, listed ac
cording to use.

Major Findings and Conclusions.Judged appropriate earldoms* activities
and experiences to be helpful in creating a wholesome dasressii atmospbere,
in promoting a meaningful use of numbers, in providing for Individual differ-
ences, in developing desirable personality tzaits, and in creating an, appreciative
attitude toward mathematics. Expressed the need for a careful study specific
contributions of arithmetic 'enrichment i to aritimmetie demrelopest among &U-.drenin the brimary grades.

4. ANDERSON,' EDWIN LEROY. A Proposed Curriculum Mange Based on a Study'
of Algebritc Inequalities. (M.Ed., 1959, University a Washington, Seattle.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Sylvia VopnI.
Probfrtn.--To. develop procedures and methods of presentation for the teaching

of inequalities in con junction with the teaching of equalities In high school
algebra.

Procedure.A unit on inequalities was taught tolo a high school geometry class
consisting of pupils with above average ability. The time allatted for the presen-
tation was 10 teaching days. The lecture method was utilized,, and the popib;
were responsible for taking notes on the lecture. Homework assignments were
mimeographed. Short daily quizzes were given, and a final test on the unit
was administeied on the tenth teaching day. The unit was organized to develop
techniques of solving Inequalities, algebraically and graphically, and to deTelop
bailie concepts of equations, inequalities, and literal number symbols. In order
to accomplish this, the unit began with definitions, followed by simple illustra-
tions and applications. Basic axioms were then developed-for further use.
Elementary graphing, the solution of linear, quadratic and higher degree inequal-ities were the next tivics. The unit continued with work on combinations of
equalities and inequalities and concluded with a brief presentation of inequalities
as limits in elementary graphing.

Major Findings and Conclusions.(1) Students strengthened their ability to
(a '`iivOrk with equalities ; (2) the. concept of inequalities was introduced successfully

inaohigh school class ; (3) pupils became more able to make generalizations not
limited to equalities'.

5. ANDERSON, ETHEM. An investigation of the Validity of the Orleans
Algebra Prognosis Test In Predicting Success in Algebra in Williamsville Junior
High School. (M.A., 1959, Niagara, University, Niagara. Falls,,14.Y.)

Major Faculty Adviser. James V. Deegan.
Problent.To determine how well the Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test predictir'

success in ninth-grade algbera as measured by the State Objective test in,:
algebra.

Procedure.Scores on the Orleans Algebra Prognosis Test and the end-of-year
State algebra test were obtained for students in Williamsville Junior High,
School over a 4-year period. Other data, such as type of commtmity, marking
procedures, instructional procedures, and selection of students for algebra was .

obtained. Percentile norms and Mc_Call t-scores. were computed and an ex-
pectancy table prepared.
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Major Pint/int/a and Conclusions.. The validity coefficient for the Orleans
Algebra Prognosis Test was found to be as high or higher than can usually
be expected in correlating a prognosis test with a criterion of success. These
regulto may not apply if another criterion of success in algebra than the
State test were used.

6. ANDERSON, Ggoacue A. Student Preference Survey of Four Major Sub-
jecta (1960. Millersville State College, Millersville, Pa. )

ProblemTo compare student preference for four major subjects (mathema-
tics, English, geography and history) in the'eleventh grade with their previous
rating of these during their study of them in the eighth grade.

Probedure.--The same questionnaire used in 1956 was administered again 3
years later. The respondents also indicated the reasons for their choices.
the number of replies was 354. In the 1958 study 534 students had been
involved.

Major Findings and Conclusions. Mathematics was the best liked subject both
in the eighth and eleventh grades. In the eleventh grade the boys placed
mathematics first and English last ; the ratings of the girls were the reverse
of these. Liking for the subject itself, rather than for the teacher, was the
dominant reason given for the preference. Dislike of the subject, not of the
teacher, was the reason for the lowest ranking of a subject

7. ANDERSON, NORMA JEAN. Personal and Social Adjustment of High and
Low Arithmetic Achievers Among mUnderage and Normal-age Second-Grade
Pupil& (M.Ed., 1960, University of Texas, Austin.)

Major Faculty Adtitser.7-M.Nere DeVault.
Problem. To determine the relative social and personal adjustment of high

and low achievers in arithmetic at the second-grade level and to determine
whether these factors of adjustment were related differently among underage
.children.and normal-age children.

Procedure. Starting with an original population of 6 9 4 pupils in '24 classes,
64 pupils were randomly selected from 8 stratified groups. The Metropolitan
Achievement Test and the California Test of Mental Maturity were used. An
analvsis of variance design was used in the statistical treatment of the data.

Major Findings and Conclusions.High arithmetic achievement was associ-
ated with high rating on the personality instrument in many of the 16 categories.
Differences between normal-age and underage pupils and between boys and
girls tended to l only chance differences.

. 8. BAKER, RUSSELL RAY. Program Provisions in Michigan Junior- High
Schools for( Superior Students. (Ed. D. 1960, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.) .

Major Faculty Adviser.Joseph N. Payne.
Problem.To identify the various special mathematics programs for superior.-

seventh- and eighth-grade pupils in all public Junior ,high schools in Michigan.
To study the opinions of principals, teachers, and students in eight selected
schools regarding the effectiveness of the programs. To determine the achieve-.
ment level attained by students in the elected schools by the end of the eighth
grade. v. r.

Procedure...--A questionnaire was sent to principals of all junior high schools
In Michigan. A special apinionnaire on the effectiveness of programs was

*"
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designed and administered to principals, teachers, and students ,in eight selectedschools.

Major Findings and Contusions.--(1) There were special programs In 17.6percent of Michigan junior high schools. (2) Of the seventh-grade population,25.6 percent were in schools with special programs : of eighth-grade popu-lation, 30.5 percent were in schools with programs available (3) In the seventhgrade, one-third of the special programs were enrichment, one-third wereacceleration, and one-third were enrichment and acceleration. (4) Over. 90percent of the special programs had been organized in the last 4 years. (5) Asiniticantly larger percent of teachers than pupils regarded the subject matterof the special courses as difficult (6). The attitudes of students toward accelera-tion into a full year of algebra were more favorable at the .05 level of confidencethan of students for one-half year of algebra.
9. BESSERMAN, ALBERT G. A proposed Outline for a Mathematics Course inGeneral Education at the Junior College Level. (M.S., 1960, Illinois State

University, Normal.)

Major Family .4driAer.----T. E. Rine.
Problem.To determine the content for a course in mathematics for general

education at the Junior' college level.
Procedure.-6-A review of current literature was made to determine the

objectives and possible topiesliof the course. A validated checklist, includingthe topics, was sent to junior college mathematics instructors and administra-tors. as well as mathematics department heads of selected 4-year colleges. The
responses to the checklist were analyzed..

Major Findings and Canclusions.The literature, as well as 96 percent ofthe replies from 96 percent of the administrators, supported the need for. such
a (bourse for both the terminal and preparatory students. It appeared thattwo courses would be most. desirable. One would be a noncredit course forstudents with a poor mathematical background, including such topics as areview of arithmetic, ratio, proportion, variation, mensuration, and problems ofthe consumer. The other course would be a cultural type emphasizing an
understanding of the nature of Mathematics and its role in our civilization.

10. BLACKA, ALLAN WELLS. The Initiation and Growth of the Number Con-cept in Preparation for AlgebraGrades K to 8. (M.A., 1960, Ohio State
University, Columbus.)

Major Faculty Adviaer.Harold P. Fawcett.
Problem.To develop suggestions for initiating and promoting In gradesK to 8a continuous growth of the number concept in order to insure an ade-quate preparation for algebra.
Procedure.Survey of literature, leading to the development of a suggested

curricular sequence.
Major Findings and Conclusions. Mathematics must be derived, in gradesK to 8, from the physical entities which it counts, measures, and describes.

Number systems should be built from the counting numbers. All numbers
may be presented as natural and needed outgrowths of the counting numbers.
Because of.- the psychological factors involied In teaching mathematics in
grades K to 8, arithmetic should not be made rigormisly logical. However,
mastering the number concept requires that the student develop a sense of
structure and an ability to make generajizations.
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BLUMEL, RICHARD Emil:mow. A study a Teaching Secondary School

Mathematics. (MA., 1900, Montana State University, Missoula.)
Major Faculty Adviser.Vernon Sletten.
Problem. To gather and analyze data regarding the teaching of mathematicsin the secondary schools of Alberta, Canada.
Procedure. --A three-part questionnaire was sent to a 'sampling of 170 secon-dary schools in Alberta, Canada, all of which were' accredited. A total of

153 questiOnnaires were returned.
Major Findings and Conclusions.Two out of 3 reporting schools werestaffed by 6 or fewer teachers. One teacher in 5 had taken four or moreuniversity courses in mathematics. One out of 3 had no mathematics beyondhigh school. Nine out of 10 schools gave 140 or snore minutes per week to mathe-matics; 6 schools had a special class for the gifted. Thirteen out of 15 schoolsreported having a motion picture projector and a duplicator. One school in30 had a special room for mathematics.

12 BOL812, FRANK C. Education in the Field of Mathematics in the U.S.S.R.
(. Ed.. D., 1950, University of Florida, Gainesville. )

Major Faculty Adviser.--=Kenneth P. Kidd. .

Probletn.To present a detailed and authentic picture of mathematics edu-cation in the Soviet Unioir.
Procedure.The first major source. of information- for this study was theavailable literature in Russian and English on mathematics education in theSoviet Unionsuch materials in the Library of Congress as books containing

Soviet educational decrees, educational journals, periodicals, statistical com-pendiums, and handbooks. Bulletins and pamphlets on the subject by theDepartment of Health, Education; and Welfare were included. Soviet secon-dary mathematics textbooks were examined. Interviews were obtained withSoviet educators and officials. Studies' compiled by .specialists, educators, andstudents who had visited the U.S.S.R. were analyzed.
Major Findings and Conclusiontep-The Soviet educational osophy, policy,and organization of the past 25 years was reviewed. Against this background,the mathematics currricula for the primary-secondary grades was analyzedin considerable detail. Next the general and special pattertis o mathematicsteacher education in the pedagogical schools, pedagogicatAnstit tes, and theuniversities were described. A pedagogical institute student ializing inthe teaching of mathematics in grades 5 through 10 spend nea y as muchtime in the study of mathematics as a future professional mr4hem tician pur-suing university training for advanced work. Finally such bela topics as

. teacher environment, social position of the mathematics teachfr, w rking con-ditions, classroom Situation, teaching- load, salary, tenure, and Mon arediscussed in some detail.
13. BOYD, JAMES BRIDGES. The Role of the Administrator Nirith expect toMathematics Education in a Comprehensive High School. (Ed. . 1960,Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y.)
Major Amity Adviser.--Howird P. Fehr.
Probletn.TO study the role of the. administrator; with respect to athe-mattes education in Montclair High School, Montclair, N.J.
Procedure.--First. part : Factual information about the local educational

tion Is presented, including inferences from lOcal records and school and eitiitep

4
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conimittee reports. Second part : General administrative policies, procedures,and attitudes that seem to promise better mathematics education are discussed.Third part : Conclusions are presented whicklCbased on the application ofand policies, procedures, and attitudes to ma tics education in Montclairh SchoOl.

Major Findings and Conclusions.Administra ors must continuously evaluatet e educational program and plan for improvement. In any evaluation of theathematics program the objectives of the teaching of mathematics need to becarefully considered. The administrator should provide for early identifica-tion of the talented. All pupils shiould be guided into programs that will suittheir needs. The administrator should guarantee thRt classes are assignedteachers on the bases of ability and interest, not on the basis of seniority. Therole of the mathematics department chairman in supervising and improvinginstruction netAs to be enlarged. The administrator should use group proc-esses in helping teachers to develop a good professional library, develop anduse mathematics resources in the student library, organize mathematics pro-grams for the college and noncollege preparatory student, develop advancedplace H ent program.
14. : D8HAW, LUCY 'SORECIA. The Solving of Verbal Problems in First-Year Al bra. (M.A., 1960, Agricultural and Technical College of North Caro-lina, Gr sboro.).

Major acuity Adviser.F. A. Williams.
Prob To study and improve the teaching of verbal problems In first-yearalgeb
Pr i cdure.,--The related literature in books, journals, and theses was ex-amin41. Exercises and historical information was used to show the value ofthe study.
Majo Findings and Conelusions.Reading is one of the difficulties encoun-tered b students in solvirig verbal problems. Algebra teachers must assiststudents 'ith their reading' problems by studying the reading weaknesses of

each student.

15. Bar , MARIE NELSON. A Diagnostic Study of Understandings of Conceptsin Mathenilatics by Fifth-Grade Pupils. (M.S., 1959, Tennessee Agriculturaland Industriial State University, Chattanooga.)
Major Faculty Adviser.(None indicated).
Problem.---To diagnose understandings of concepts in mathematics by fifth-

744 grade pupils in the West Main Street School, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Procedtire.In the fall the following tests were administered to 33 fifth-

grade pupils : California Arithmetic Test, Stanford Reading Test and Stanford
Arithmetic Test, and Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests. Instruction duringthe school year was planned and given for the purpose of eliminating weak-
nesses shown by performance on the California Arithmetic Test. The Califor-nia and Stanford ests were readminisfered at the end of the school year.

Major Findings nd Conclusions.Based on the fall tests, the median IQ was
75; the median gr de equivalent In arithmetic, 8.5; and the median grade
equivalent in readi 8.4 ; also, the correlation. between IQ and arithmetic
achieirement was 0.46, and the correlation between reading and arithmetic
achievement was 0.49. The median grade equivalent in arithmetic on end-
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of-year testa was 4.7. Concluded that pupils taught by the meanings methodmake higher achievements.

BUDDEKE, SISTER RrrA, S.N.D. Differential Factorial Patterns of Boysand 'Girls in Algebraic Computation. (Ph. D., 1960, Catholic University ofAmerica, Washington, D.C.)
Major Faculty AdvisersRt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Houlahan.
Pr'Oblcm.To compare boys' and girls' factor patterns through an investigationof the domain of an-elementary algebra test..
Procedurc.The Algebra Test, Form S, of the Affiliation Testing Program ofthe Catholic University of America was administered to. about 4,000 averageboys and girls in 100 high schools: The answer sheets of an equal number ofboys and girls were carefully matched with respect to total score, school, andteacher. boefficients° of the tetrachoric correlation among all items answeredcorrectly by 20 to 80 percent of both boys and girls were calculated and fittedinto separate correlation matrices. Thurstone's Centroid Method of FactorAhalysis was then applied to each of thematrices.
Major Findings and Cenclvsiona.The boys' primary factors were identifiedas follows : (1) A high level of achievement factor, (2) manipulation of fractionsin the solution of equations, (3) flexibility in abstract quantitative reasoning;(4) rigidity in application of algebraic formulas, (5) facility in geometricinterpretation of algebraic data.
The girls' primary factors were identified as follows: (1) Rigidity In thtapplication of rules to specific problems, (2) arithmetic achievement, (3) flexi-bility in interpretation of algebrak and geometric data, (4) facility in manipu-lating signed numbers, (5) facility in multiplication, division, and algebraicfactoring.
A comparison of the factor patterns in this study indicates that boys and girls,even when equally matched for achievement in algebra, use their abilities in

different ways in algebraic computation. The study has indicate() that boys tendto solve algebraic problems through a recognition of broad relationships amongcontent areas ; girls. tend to keep content areas relatively separate and to seedetailed relationships among the elements of a given area.
17. CAHOON, REX A. A Study of Mathematics Disabilities of the Junioi High

School Students in the Taber School District and the Effects of a Remedial
instruction Program. (M.Ed., 1959, Brigham Young University., Provo, Utah.)

'Major faculty Adviser. .T. C. Moffitt.
Pr?bler.To study the mathematics disabilities among Junior high school

students and the effects of a remedial instruction program conducted with an
experimeii,tal control group.

Procedure.The California Arithmetic Test, Junior High Level, Form W, was
given in hinuary 1959 to 594 junior high school students. An experimental
group received remedial instruction of one-half per week for 10 weeks in April,
May, and June 1959. Form X of the California Arithmetic Test was administered
to the 83 students in- the experiment4 and control groups subjected to the
t-ratio test of significance.

Major FinAingi and Conclusions.--Outaide factors may have influenced test
results, but enough signifieant gains were made in the experimental group to
warrant the recommendation of a remedial instruction program.

4
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18. CARDONEAU, Rowan D. An Evaluation of an Experiment in the Predictionof Success in Ninth-Grade Algebra and General Mathematics in Everett JuniorHigh School. (M.Ed., 1959, University of Washington, Seattle.) .

Major Faculty AdvisersAugust Dvorak.
Problent.To discover the most reliable use of available data for predictingsuccess in algebra and general mathematics in the ninth grade.
ProceduresThe criterion of success in algebra and general mathematics wasthe first semester grades of 418 algebra students and 177 general mathematicsstudents. Data for five predictor variables were used : The Orleans AlgebraPrognostic Test, teacher's estimated algebra grade, the eighthyear arithmeticgrade, Iowa Test of Educational Development, and the California Mental Ma-turity Test. Correlation matrices were computed on the IBM 650 by means of aprogram devised by Dvorak and Wright. Next, these data weie applied to theHorst iterative predictor selection process programed by Lunneborg:
Major Findings and Conelusions.All predictors had some predictive valuebut the results for general mathematics were not as significant as those foralgebra. The highest multiple correlation (.671) was obtained when the Cali-fornia Test of Mental Maturity was omitted from the battery of variables forpredicting algebra grades. The multiple eorrelations developed were :

:1

General Mathematics, all predictors j .506General Mathematics, four predictors
. 509Algebra, all predictors
. 670Algebra, four predictors
.671

The data were not of significant predictive value when applied to general mathemattes grades. A regression equation was developed for use by teachers andcounselors in the Junior high schools of Everett, Wash.; to help in predictingsuccess in algebra.

19. CARPENTER, RAYMOND. Identifying Concepts and Processes in MathematicsNeeded for the Adequate Preparation of Elementary Teachers. (Ed. D., 1959,Oklahoma State University, Stillwater.)
Major Faculty Adviser.--James Zant.
Problem.To identify the concepts and processes of mathematics needed byelementary school teachePri.
ProceduresThe concepts and processes were obtained from an analysis ofelementary school arithmetic textbooks, followed by the results of a ques-tionnaire sent to selected groups of elementary school teachers and to experts inmathematics education. A total of 334 mathematical concepts and 70 processeswere checked for Important* by 245 teachers and 21 experts.
Major Findings and Conclusions.--About 69 percent of the concepts weredeemed "essential" and 20 percent "desirable." Rated as "essential" were con-cepts of order ; synthesis, including addition and subtraction : comparison ;measures ; the number system ; concepts pertaining to verbal problems ; andsome geometric terms. The "desirable" concepts were analysis, including sub-traction and division ; the family budget ; business and ggraphs. Practically allof the operations were considered "es!;ential." It was recommended that the"essential" concepts and processes be strongly emphasised in the training ofteachers and that the 'desirable" ones be included, These should besupple-mented with new and. modern concepts and processes.
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20. CARTER, Maar! ICATimints. A Comparative Study of Two Methods ofEstimating Quotients When Learning To Divide by Two-Figure Divisors. (Ed.D., 1969, Boston University, Boston, Mass.)
Major Faculty Adviser.-4. Fred Weaver.
Problem.--To compare the relative merits of two methods of estimating quatient figures when dividing by two-figure 'divisors: the one-rule and two-rulemethods ; and to 1. dy the effects of first learning the one-rule method and thenintroducing the e method u as alternative.
Procedure. esived from 544 fifth-grade pupils divided into 'threegroups: (a) those taught only the one-rule method of estimation ; (b) thosetaught the two-rule method; and (c) those first taught the one4ule method forall kinds of examples, then taught the two-rule method as an alternative. Pre-and end-testing with criterion instrument at beginning and end of 12 week in-structional period ; also after lapse of 6 weeks and of 18 weeks. Factors ofIQ, MA, and skill in division with-I-figure divisors were controlled statistically.Major Findings and Conclusiona.Whether measured at the end of instrue-tion or after a lame of time, students taught only the one-rule method were 'Soreaccurate than those taught the two-rule method ; those taught first the one-rulemethod and then introduced to the two-rule method were more accurate than thosetaught just the twrule method, but were neither more nor less accurate thanthose taught just' the one-rule method. In. terms of speed of performance, thosetaught the two-rule method were slower than either of the groups whenmeasured at the close of instruction, but these differences do. not exist after alapse of time.. No factor such as IQ, MA, or prerequisite skill with division°was highly- correlated with speed and accuracy of work with two-place divisors.It may be inferred from inforrbation collected that pupils do not always usethe method they are taught for estimating quotient digits When. dividing bytwo-place divisors.

21. CLARK, JOHN IL A survey of the Status of Mathematics Teachers inKansas Public Secondary Schools 1958-69. (M4., 1959, University of Kansas,Lawrence, Kans.)
Major Faculty Adviser.--Gilbert Ulmer.
Problem.--To investigate the status of mathematics teachers in Kansas highschools.

ProceduresThe data were compiled from the organisation reports filed byeach high school principal with the State department of education.
Major Findings and Conclusions.---Almost 'one-third of Kansas mathematicsteachers failed to meet the new . State certification requirement of 18 hours ofmathematics. Slightly less than one-third were teaching mathematics onlyOne teacher in 7 serves as principal or superintendent and 1 in 9 as a coach orassistant coach. One-half. of the mathematics teachers have a student load inmathematics of fewer than 40 students, while 1 in 7 instructs more than 120mathematics students per day. Nearly. three-fourths of the mathematics teach-ers are men, .the majority of whom,Jiave taught fewer than 10 years. Thewomen generally have more years .Of experience .but receive lower ',darks.On all.points studied, the status of teachers in lfirger schools was superior- tothose in smaller schools.

CORNUM, Awn R. Comparison of Achleiement in Beginning Algebra. ofPaired rEighth- and Ninth-Grade Students with High Mathematical Aptitudes..(M.Ed., 1900, Brigham Young liniverlity, Provo, Utah.) .
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Major Faculty Adviter.---Sterling Callahan.
ProbiewTo determine whether eighth-grade students who had a high mathe-

matical aptitude were capable or reaching an achievement level in beginning
algebra as high as ninth-grade students who had a high mathematical aptitude.

Prooedere.Twenty-four boys and 12 girls in the eighth grade were compared
with 24 boys and 12 girls in the ninth grade. The pupils were selected and
paired on the bases of previous achievement in mathematics, algebra aptitude
test scores and standard intelligence scores. The Seattle Algebra Test was
given in January and Form Y of the Cooperative Algebra Test was given in the
fourth week in May 1900. The analysis was used to determine signifi-
cance of differences.

- Major Findings and Conchitions.The eighth-grade group was capable of
reaching an achievenient level in beginning algebra as high as the ninth-grade
group. The algebra course in this study was a traditkmal course.

28. Conn, VERNON EARL. Linear programing in High School Mathematic&
(MA., 1959, Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls.)

Major Faculty Adviser. ---H. C. Trimble.
Problem. (1) To extract from the. complex topic of linear programing suit-

able subject matter to be integrated with ninth-grade algebra, (2) To prepare
and teach a 6-week course of study incorporating both linear programing and
traditional subject matter, (3) To evaluate results.

IProceduresA of of 30 lesson outlines was constructed starting with a
review of the language of sets and graphs of inequalities and ending with
simple industrial applicatiois. Evaluation was done by means of a single linear
programing problem to be worked by students in a 55-minute period.

Major Findings avid Conclusiona.The group displayed more than usual inter-
est and enthusiasm. Almost every student was able to contribute to the appli-
cation& Most difficulty was encountered in .writing problems in algebraic
language. Questions about proof, postulates, and theorems arose naturally.
Most of the group finished the final test problem. In a group of 24 students,
scores ranged from 8 to a total possible score of 37 with a median of 25.

24. The Effect of Reinforcement in Teaching Arithmetic on
the Perfoiftwnee' !)f Fifth -Grade Students. (FAD., 1960, Pennsylvania State
-University, University Park. )

Major Faculty AdvisersH. M. Davison.
Problem. To investigate the effects of different schedules of reinforcement

upon the learning of arithmetic in th! fifth grade.
ProceduresThree groups of fifth-grade pupils worked at separate times under

two different schedules of reinforcemeni and one schedule of ponreinforcement
The study was divided into three 8-week periods, with a specific reinforcement
schedule in effect during each 3-week period and a test administered at the end
of each period. Also, a retention test was administered 3 months after the end
of the 9-week experimental period.

Major Finding, and Contusions. At tie fifth-grade level, the learning
behavior pattern acquired during a period oi nonreinforeement extended over a
longer period of time than the learning behavior acquired during a similar
period of reinforcement. Arithmetic material learned under a fixedratio
reinforisement schedule was retained longer than material learned under a
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fixed-interval schedule or under a schedule when no reinforcement was given.
Retention tests supported, the fact that arithmetic materials learned under a
schedule of reinforcement are retained longer than similar material under a
schedule of nonreinforcement or a schedule of reinforcement which follows
nonreinforcement.

25. Dru, SIEMER Prate Manx, C.S.J. 'A Comparative Statistical Study of a
Selected Number of Catholic Junior-Year Boys and Girls in Their Abilities in
Mathematical Vocabulary as Contrasted with Mathematical Computations.
(MA., 19591 Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C. )

Major Faculty AdvisersRt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Houlahau.
Problems. To construct appropriate tests and compare junior-year boys and

girls in algebraic and geometric vocabulary and in algebraic And geometric
computation.

Proedvre.Tests were constructed and administered to 366 junior-year stu-
dents in eight Catholic coeducational high schools in New Jersey and West
Virginia. The statistical .work included calculations of the means, standard
error-of the means, differences between Means, standard errors_ of the differences,
and the critical ratio.

Major Findings and Conclualotss.Boys and girls are equal in algebraic and
geometric .vocabulary. The boys are superior in geometric computation and
the girls in algebraic computation.

26. Doings, D010'1111'. A Study of Children's Leariling To Write the Ten
Basic Numerals. ( Ed.M., 1960, University of Texas, Austin.)

Major Faculty AdvisersFrances Flournoy.
Problem. To study ftrst-grade children's success and difficulties in learning

to write the numerals from 1 to 10, and to study the accuracy with which
children at all grade levels write these numerals when using them in computation.

Procedure.berelopment and implementation of a program for leaching the
writing of the numerals 1 to 10 to 31. find-grade children, with tests administered
at three different times during the school year ; analysis of one set of arithmetic
test papers from. all grades, one through six, in the Pleasant Hill School.

Major Findings and Conclusion'sThe results of the three tests of writing
the numerals failed to show any improvement during the course of the first
grade. The analysis of the arithmetic test papers from all grades showed an
overall decrease in errors made in writing the numerals in grades two through
six. Concluded that specific attention to writing numerals must be stated in
grade one and continued throughout the elementary grades. .

27. DRI8DALIC,. RUST BEATithici CAIRO. A Survey of Certain Instructional
Materials for the Development of Concepts and Skills in Arithmetic for Inter-
mediate Oradea. (Ed.M., 1960, University of Texas, Austin.)

Major Faculty AdvisersFrances Flournoy.
ProblesA.To survey, describe, and give sources of instructional materials

which may be used in developing concepts and skills in arithmetic in the inter-
mediate grades.

Procedure.Survey of literature, and of teacher-made and commercial
materials, including films and filmstrips, leading to a descriptive listing of
materials, including uses.
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Ms or Mulls., and. Condisions.--Recommendations were made in relation to
teachers, administrators, and manufacturers of motion picture films and
filmstrips.

28. DUNCAN, Earirtar ROWLAND. Arithmetic in the United States and New
Zealand. (Ed. D., 1960, Teachers College, Columbia Vniversity, New York.)

Major Faculty Adriacr.Howard F. Fehr.

Problon.---To compare the teaching of arithmetic in the elementary schools of
the United States and New Zealand in relation to topics taught, teaching
methods used, learning concepts formed, and the philosophy underlying the
teaching of the subject.

Procedurc.Survey of relevant literature, including arithmetic textbooks and
related materials used In both countries ; also, administration of arithmetic
achievement tests to 200 12-year-olds in Teaneck, N.J., and New Plymouth, New
Zealand.

Major Findings and Conclusions.--The teaching of arithmetic is affected by
the cultural, social, and technological differences in the two countries being com-
pared. In both countries the basic philosophy of teaching arithmetic is 6onsist-
ent4y maintained throughout the various phases of the subject. The philosophy
stresses both the social and the mathematical alms of .arithmetic; the New
Zealand* philosophy places more. stress on its values as a. tool subject. The
American approach. emphasizes meaning and discovery as basic principles in
teaching ; the New Zealand approach places more emphasis on drill methods.
American methods are consistent with the field theories of learning ; New
Zealand methods rely more on a modified connectionism. The New Zealand pro-
grant is seriously handicapped by the use of the English monetary system. and
this was reflected in the achievement tests. The tests also disclosed that mean-
ingful teaching can secure better, results for older children than methods based
on drill.

29.. L)urroN, Wiliam. University Students Comprehension of Mathematical
Concepts. ( lP60, University of California, Los Angeles.)

Problem. --To measure student changes in understanding arithmetical 'eon-
(*Ws before and after completing a lower division course for elementary school
teachers.

Procedure.At the beginning an end of the semester, 55 studenta enrolled in
a lower division mathematics course for prospective elementary teachers at the
University of California, 1408 Angeles, were given the University of California
Arithmetic Comprehension Test for sixth-grade stutients. No attempt was made
by the professor:4 in the two classes involved to gear their instruction. to the
content of the test.

Major Findings awl Conclusioni.Many concepts are understood. These stu-
dents clung to the traditional methods when attempting to explain partial prod-
ucts In multiplication, placement of quotient figures in long division, and In
placing the decimal paint. Denominate numerals were not well understood.
Specific dislike of arithmetic, expressed by one-third of the students, centered
around fear of word problems and dislike of drill. The gaip in content back-
ground and undersUrnding during the course was significant.
-,,A 'systematic approach to eradicate student misunderstanding of the concepts
should be provided on an individual basis.
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30. Emu, SIBIU M. Eloise. A Factorial Study of the Problem Solving AbIlit7
of Fifth-Grade Boys. (Ph. D., 1958, Catholic. University of America, Washing-
ton, D.C.)

Major Family Adviser.Rt. Rev. Msgr, Francis J. Houlahan.
Problon.To investigate the factor pattern of arithmetic performance of

beginning fifth-grade boys, and to compare it with the factor patterns of fifth-
grade girls and sixth-grade boys.

Procedwre.Administration of a battory or 21 tests, leading to the Thurston
cent void method' of factor analysis applied to the matrix of Pearscn correlation
coefficients.

Major Findings and Conclusiona.For fifth -grade boys, three primary factors
were found to account for the common variance of the 21 tests: a verbal-
cognitive factor, an arithmetic factor, and a spatial factor. High intercorrela-
dons were found am mg the three primary factors, and could be accounted for in
terms of one general factor.- All primary factors correlated highly with the
underlying g factor. The three primary factors are structured differently for
boys than for girls. Concluded that boys and Kirin 10 years of age do not use the
same paitern of traits in arithinetic pioblem solving and that, since they do not
think in the same way, they should not be taught in the same way.

31. 12:NoLzsr, ROT A. Innovations In Mathematics for the Ninth Grade.
(M.S., 1900, Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia.)

Major Faculty Adviser,John M. Burger.
ProblemTo create and maintain interest in mithernatles at the ninth grade.
Procedwre.Materials of special attractiveness to ninth-grade students were

compiled, developed, and taught to ninth-grade students.
Major Findings tinl Conclusioss.When presented in a cbaUenging manner,

many topics of ninth -grade mathematics are enjoyed by :Indents.

32. ENG87111011, FARLAND RICHARD. A Study of Large Group 11118t11101011 in
Find-Year Algebra. (1900, t niversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.)

Problem.To study the effectiveness of large group instruction in fret-year
algebra.

ProcedutiP.Experiments with large groups in the 1930'1; and in the 1950's were
first analyzed. One group of OR pupils in two small algebra classes in 1957-58
were taught and compared with a large class of 107 pupils; taught in 1957-58 and
with two other large classes of 192 pupils taught in 1958-59 by two teachers and
a secretary. Achievement scores and final examination scores of the top 20 per-
cent and bottom 20 percent were compared in the small and large classes using
an analysis of variance for independent groups (F-ratio test).

Major Findings and Conelusions.The top and bottom 20 percent in the large
groups achieved as much, if not more, than the equivalent. groups in the smaU
classes. More individual help was given In the large groups. There was MOM
opportunity in the large classes for .superior and poor students to receive special
instrl.ction. Discipline was better in the larger groups. There was more compe-
tition among top students in the larger classes.

33. MIST, MOTHER ANNA MARIA. Preparation of Elementary School Teachers
In Arithmetic. (M.S., 1950, Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles, Calif.)
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Major PlacidIv Advisere--Sloter Ellsabeth Ann.
Probleta.--To determine (1) the preparation of elementary .6001 teachersin arithmetic content and teaching methods given. by different types of institu-

tions, and (2) what that preparation should be in the opinion of 8uperinten-dents of school and professor-8'ot mathematics.
Procedure.---Courses in mathematics content and methods of teaching arith-

metic, required of preservice elementary school teachers, were determined from
the catalogues of 93 *liberal arts colleges, 03 universities, and 43 teachers
colleges. The registrars of 50 large teachers colleges or university schools of
education answered a questionnaire on the same subject, as a check on the
catalogue information. Fifty superintendents of larger school systems and50 professors of mathematics in other institutions answered another question -
naire designed to determine what the prOaration should be.

Major Findings and Conclusions.---The Majority of elementary school teachers
was not adequately prepared in mathematics content or methods of teaching.
About two-thirds of the teachers colleges required content courses while less than
one-fourth of the liberal arts colleges and university schools of education did.
The liberal arts offering was usually college algebra, geometry, or trigonometry.

No methods courses were offered in 83 out of the 200 institutions. The
average was 1.4 semester bourn A significantly smaller percent of the liberal
arts- colleges required such courses. Seventy-seren percent of the liberal arta
colleges required neither courses in content nor methods.

Eighty-three percent of the- heads of mathematics departments wanted the
content courses taught by. a mathematics professor. Seventy-seven percent
of the superintendents and 86 percent of the heads of mathematics departments
desired arithmetic content courses for the future teachers. . Some work in
advanced mathematics was recommended by 34 percent of the .superintendents
and 40 percent of the department heads.

Poor teaching results were judiced to bti due to lack of content knowledge
by 49 percent of the superintendents, to inadequate methods by 29 percent, and
to personal dislike of arithmetic by 23 percent . More than lief of the super-
intendents indicated that methods and content courses, given separately, should
be given to all of the prospective teachers.

34. F4U1.1C, CHAIM JosErn. The Effect of the Use of a Particular Method
on Achievement in Problem Solving in Sixth-Grade Arithmetic. (Ed. D.,
1961, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.)

Major Faculty Adviaer.Thomas R. Landry.
ProblemDevelopment and evaluation of a specific method of instruction

In problem solving at the sixth-grade level.
Procedure.---Experimental pupils used for 18 weeks a program of problem

solving developed by the investigator, while paired control pupils used problem-
solving procedures suggested by the author of the basic textbook being tot-
lowed. Progreis of both groups was measured by administration of the
California Arithmetic Wagoning Test as pretest and posttest
..Major Findings and OonolusiosseBoth problem- soloing methods were judged

effective, with no dear superiority for one over the other.
35. FISHER, RICHARD I. A Survey of Remedial Mathematics at the University

of Kansas. ( Mastert, 1950, University of Kansas, Laorrenoe.)
Major Facility Adviser.--4111bert Mier.

4
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Problem-11 o evaluate die resnedild !asthmatics program tit the Univengt7of Kansas.
Prooedsrf.The high school mathematics backgrounds of all freshmen en-tering the Vnivarsity in the tall of 1956 and of a mum*. of 200 students In 1857freshmen mathematics courses were studied. The records of 358 students inremedial courses in 185243 were analysed in terms or scholastic aptitude,success in later mathematics courses, and persistence in the university. Thescholastic aptitude of 64 students in Basic Mathematics (mainly for prospectiveelementary school teachen0 was appraised by means of the A.C.E. PsychologicalExamination.
Major PindAngs and Conolsaions.About 40 percent of the 1957 freshmenhad fewer than 2% units of high school mathematics, but 95 percent had atleast 2 units. The general scholastic ability of those enrolled In Intermediatealgebra and basic mathematics was about average, but of the in elementaryand intermisilate algebra was at the 14th petrentile. Analysis of persistence Incollege, including graduation, led to the conclusion that there was a definiteneed for a remedial mime like intermediate algebra as a preparation for collegealgebra, but no justification for the muff* entitled elementary and intermediatealgebra.

36. Fummasosr, ELAM How Well Do 158 Prospective Elementary TeachersKnow 'Arithmetic? (1955, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.)
ProblemTo determine whether students psi/sparing to take a course In meth-ods Of teaching arithmetic were deficient 1r their knowledge of arithmetic.
Pr000dwee. --A 404tetn beet appralstng prospective teachers' knowledge ofarithmetic was prepared and admintsteled at the first meeting of the class. Onlythe answers were !worded. At the second meeting of the class the students gavethis information: Age, name of high school, high school mathematics coursestaken, colleges attended, college classification, college mathematics coursesstudied, and years of teaching experience.
Major Findings and Conclusions.Performance was poorest on verbal prob-

lems. Items involving percentage caused considerable difficulty. As amount ofhigh school and college mathematics taken increased, so did performance. Stu-dents with more teaching experience performed better than those with less. ItWas recommended that prospective elementary school teachers take two yearsof mathematics in high school and at least one college course devoted to wider-standing arithmetic.

37. Oakwr, Moans. Physics Formulas Illustrating Concepts and Processesin Mathematics up to Calculus. (Ed. D., 1960 Teachers College, Columbia Uni-versity, New York. )

Major Facially Adviser.----Myron F. Rosskopf.
ProblewTo find meaningful applications of physics for courses inmathematics. .

ProvedurcPhysies terms used in general science were obtained by textbookanalysis.. Added to these were the terms needed to define those in the originallid. After defining these the investigator examined physics textbooks for theforMulas which involved only these terms in the augmented list. These formulaswere classified according to thdo mathematics concepts that they illustrated.

4
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Major Findings and ConOltstiomeIt vlipas shown how physics formulas could
be selected and used in the teaching of various mathematical topics.

38. GREHL, PAUL, F. Relative Predictive Val i* of A.C.E. Psychological Exam-
ination for Freshman Science-Mathematics Sttidents at Niagaia University for
the Years 1948, 4949, and 1950. (MA., Niagara University, Niagara Falls,
New York.)

Major Faculty Adviser.--James V. Deegan.

Problem.To compare the vane of the A.C.E. Psychological Examination for
predicting success in two introductory freiliman maihenTaties courses at Niagara
University wit that of the university's mathematics proficiency test.

Proceture.U ng the final grades in the two courses as the criterion, the
investigator obtained the correlations between the scores on the predictive instru-
ments and the criterion for the 195 freshman science-mathiwaties students of
1948,1949. and 1950.

r .

Major Findings and Concluilon8.--7The cFscore of the A.C.E. correlated high-
est with the criterion, and the L-score, the lowest. There was no statistically
significant difference between the correlation of the Q-score and the proficiency
test with the criterion. It was recommended that for economic reasons the
proficiency test be chopped, sincethe A.C.. test could-1)e, used for subjects other
than mathematics. All correlations were low. kei.ther the A.C.E:. nor the
proficiency test proved their value for predicting the success of Individuals.

39. HAMILTON, MARY UNA. An Experiment in the Teaching of Algebra I frOm
the Contemporary of View. (M.$., 1960, Kansas State Teachers College,
Emporia.)

Major Faculty Adviser..Tohn M. Burger.,

Problem.To compare the achievement of students in traditional and con-
temporary sections of algebra

PrOcedure.Sections of contemporary algebra I were compared with sections
of traditional algebra I by means of 'pretests and posttests.

Major F . dings and COnclusions.There was increased enthusiasm of students
. in the contempOrary sections with no logs of achievement in the contemporary

sections on traditional materials.

40. HANSDOERFER, WILLIAM. Trends in Secondary School Mathematics in New
Jersey. 1960, wrjtten by seminar in mathematics education, .Trenton State Col-
lege, Trenton, N.J. )

Problem.To prepare a compact booklet summarizing some of the many exper-
imental mathematics programs in New Jersey and a list of New Jersey schools
participating.

Procedure. Questionnaires were mailed to all New Jersey school systems ask-
. ing them to indicate to what extent they are participating' in contemporary

mathematics programs 'or units.
. .Major Findings and Conclusions.SlIghtly over 200 schools were contacted.

Fifty-eight responded, all of which indicted that they were parifcipating in one
way or another in offering contemivrary mathematics to their students*.

=11111111----.----.- -
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41. HANSON, RICHARD. Selected Enrichzient Materials for High &hodCourses in Plane Geometry. (M. S., 1960 University of North Dakota,Grand Forks.)

Major Faculty Adviser.--Phillip A. Rogn.He.
ProblemTo prepare an expanded treatment . of seleOted 'enrichment topicsfor a high school course in plane geometry.
Procedure.The study makara careful distinction between "pure recreationalmathematics" and legitimate enrichment material. A brief survey is made of

enrichment materials now Included in standard plane geometry textbooks. Themain part of the study is devoted to stich topics as : Geometrical Transformations
(reflections, inversion, rotation), the Geometry of Circles, Items Related to the
Pythagorean Theorem, Homothetic Figures, and Trisection.

Major Pindivis and Conclutions.---Possible use of the enrichment topics arepresented. A rigorous and comprehensive treatment of geometry is defended.
42. HOHMAN, SISTER Manz, 0.P. The Comparative Value of Three GeometryPrognosis Tests and an Arithmetic Achievement Test in Predicting success inPlane Geometry. (MA., 1959, Catholic University of America, Washington,D.0.) .6'

Major Faculty Adviser. --Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Houlahan.
Problem. --To answer two questions : (1) Does the Iowa Plane Geometery Apti-tude Test ( revised edition) , the Lee Test of Geometric Aptitude, or the Orleans

Geometry Prognosis Test give the best correlation with the Shaycoft GeometryTest (Form AM) ? (2) Is the California Mathematics (Advanced Form AA) as
good a predictor of success in plane geometry as any of the three aptitude tests?

Procedure.1-Three aptitude tests were administered at the beginning of the
school year 1967-58 in six' geometry classes. Correlations were comisted be-tween these aptitude scores and end of the course scores on the Shaycoft Plane
Geometry Test (Form Am) .

Major Findings and Conclueiont.---Although the results of the study seemedto show that for the group tested the Lee Test of Geometry Aptitude was a bet-ter predictor of successi than any of the other three predictors used, statistical
tests of the significance of the differences between the various correlation coeffici-
ents did not confirm its superiority. But statistical tests did affirm at the 10 per-
cent level of confidence that the Lee test was a significantly better predictor of
success in plane geometry than the California Mathematics Test, (Advanced
Form AA) .

43. HorroN, ROBERT E. Concept Formation in Freshman Mathematics for
EngineOrs. (Ed. D., 1959, University of Southern California, Los Angeles.)

Majoiss-Favuity Adviier.--Leonard Calvert.
Problem.To determine how the content and organization of the college fresh-

man mathematics courses should be changed so that the mathematical concepts.
needed for modern engineering training will be available to the student when he
needs them.

Prooedure.The current status of the freshman mathematics program, recenttrends in the mathematics curriculum, and weight of opinion on integrated
versus traditional course organisation in mathematics were determined from the
professional literature and college catalogues. Research reports on the mathe-
matfcs needed.by engineers in bollege and on the job, as well as those on learning
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theory applied to mathematics, were reviewed. From an analysis of nine unified
freshman mathematics textbooks an optimum sequence was determined. Modern
mathematical concepts were identified from a study of four recent textbooks
emphasizing those. An outline for a freshman mathematics course was prepared
from carefully developed curriculum criteria. A jury of authoritles commented
on the outline. One unit of the course was developed.in
. Major Findings and Conoissiono.All colleges required at least 2 years of
mathematics for engineers, including the elements of mathematical analysis and,
in most cases, digerential equation. Unified freshman mathematics courses are
preferred. The superiority of concept learning over memorisation was reported
in several studies. Optimum learning order is from simple to complex concepts,
and from broad concepts to details. Seventy-nine basic concepts were deter-
mined from the nine unified textbooks. Prom take modern textbooks 19 modern
concepts were identified. It was concluded that the course should be unified
around the function conceit, with certain basic analytical concepts providing the
problem-solving structure.

44. Jon %, MARY A. Exploration of Learning Situations Related to a Tele-
vision-Centered Course in the Teaching of Arithmetic. (M.A.E., IMO, University
of Florida, Gainesville.)

Major Faosity Adviser.Kenneth P. Kidd.
Problent.To determine the effectiveness of the learning situation related to a

television-centered course, "The Teaching of Arithmetic."
Procedure.--The course was administered through individual study and

activities, 6 seminars, and 16 weekly 30-minute telecasts. Eighteen of the 19
students were teachers. The course was evaluated by means of a questionnaire
designid to determine the motivation of the learner, the effectiveness of the
instructor-student communication, the extent of student involvement in the
learning process, and the meaningfulness of the material taught.

Major Fkdings and Conclusions.The learners were satisfied that thew coursewas at least as valuable as a classroom course. It was concluded that the
motivation was largely due to the telecast. The seminars supplemented the
telecasts welL The meaningfulness of the content was largely due to the extraor
dinary care used in preparing the telecast. It seemed unlikely that the tele-
casts alone, however, could have produced the highly effective learning situation
obtained.

45. JOHNSTON, AARON MoNroomunr. Arithmetic in Tennessee : A Survey of
Teaching Practices, Grades One Through Eight. (1960, University of Tennessee
Record, Knoxville.)

Problent.To discover the current facts on specific important points of
practice in the teaching of arithmetic in the State of Tennessee : Objectives in
instruction ; grade placement of content ; time allocations ; teaching materials
and methods ; and special problems.

Prooedure.--A questionnaire calling for 129 responses was prepared and sent
to a sample of. 25 school .systems. Reported data are based on returns from
666 teachers out of 1,894 who were sent questionnaires, representing 15 of the
25 school systems originally sampled. Despite the low percentage of returns
and the fact that "it was difficult to determine the exact proportion of responses
from rural and urban systems, Negro and white schools, good teachers and poor,
experienced teachers and Inexperienced," the researcher_felt that "the returns
were representative enough to make the findings significant.",
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Major Findings and Conclusions.---"Striking evidence" of wide variations inPractice among Tennessee arithmetic teachers was found, with broad patternsof variation from grade to grade clearly evident. Certain discernible patternsof practice were so widespread as to be considered "normal" for the State.Many teachers are poorly prepared in method and content, and lack sufficientunderstanding of arithmetic to teach it properly. Specific findings were Judgedto provide useful clues to guide preservice and inservice education programiand arithmetic curriculum development programs.
46. KILLER, M. W., and SMITH, A. H. A Study of the Shortage and Placement .of College Mathematics Teachers. (1959, Purdue University, West Lafayette,0Ind. )

ikProblem.---To determine the extent to which qualified personnel are availableto fill positions in the teaching of college mathematics.
Procedure.---In the fall of 1958 a questionnaire was sent to 76 collegiateinstitutions asking whether 162 positions, reported by them as vacant in 1957458,had been filled by qualified appointees. Sixty-three questionnaires werereturned, providing information on 144 positions of the 162.
Major Findiftga and Conclusione.--Twenty-five percent of those employed failedto meet the minimum-degree requirements for the position. For 76 of thepositions for which the needed data were available, 28 percent of those employeddid not meet the minimum requirements for the rank ; they were, therefore,\appointed to a lower rank. Of the 79 positions requiring a Ph. D. degree, only50 were filled by appointees holding the degree-

47. KELIZR, F. W., and Smrrit, A. H. A Resource Evaluation of a SpecialMaster's Program. (1960, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind.)
ProblemsTo determine to what extent the Purdue Retired Armed ServicesTraining Program (RASTP) for the preparation of teachers. of undergraduatemathematics is acceptable to the colleges.
Procedure.LA pamphlet, describing the RASTP program, and a question-naire were sent to all colleges, universities, and junior colleges in the UnitedStates. These institutions were asked whether men having the RASTPqualifications could fill positions in the teaching of mathematics, anticipated for1969-60 and 1960-61.
Major Finding!. and Conclusions.--A total of 507 questionnaires, or about athird of those sent, was returned. Of a total of 700 positions listed for 1950-40,as many as 328, or 46.8 percent, would be available to men with RASTP quail-fications. For 1960-61 the number available was 825 out of the 1,862 listed.About one-fourth of the institutions would not accept RASTP Versonnel. Manyof these wanted Ph. D.'s in mathematics. It appeared that an RASTP graduatewould have good opportunities to obtain a position in his geol t: phical area.
48. KELLEY, CHARLES EDWARD. Trends in Secondary School %, thematicsEducation, 1955-60. (Ed. D., 1960, University of Missouri, Columbia
Major. Faculty Adviser.R. K. Watkins.
Problem.(1) To show the trends in the mathematical content for grades9 to. 12 as indkated by the recommendations of the University of IliinoiqCommittee on School MatheMatics, the Commission on Mathematics of theCollege Entrance-Examination Board, the School Mathematics Study Group,and the Secondary-School Curriculum Committee of the National Council of
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A

Teachers of Mathematics, (2) to compare thest recommendations with lilarones of the past three decades, (3) to indicate differences among th :: fourgroum.
\

Procedure.--The findings of these organizatipns were fitted into briefhistorical summary for each grade. Tables we'e prepared showing lative
(l

emphasis on certain topics by grades. A course utline was prepared or eachgrade which, in general, synthesized the'recomme ations of the four : ups.
Major Fi-ndings and Conclusions.The trends revealed a broader se se ofmathematical values on the part of present-day curriculum makers. The re i irtsreviewed stressed mathematics for mathematicians rather than cons II ermathematics for laymen. There has not been the fundamental chan inmathematics that publicity about the repo : seems to indicate. In 1! I therecommendations of the four groups with r : to content and sequen re ina fluid state. The 12th-grade 'courses presented considerable divergence.
49. KENNER, MORTON. Hilbert's Formalism An.'d the Developmerit of Geo try(Ph. D., 1959, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York.)

te
*0Major Faculty Adriser.Myron F. Rosskopf.

Problem. To describe and clarify Hilbert's formalism.
Procedure.Abstractive tendencies in the development of geometry wanalyzed from Greek times, through the development of projective geometry nthe 17th century, to the maturation of synthetic and non- Euclidean geometry nthe 19th century. Hilbert's early work in the foundations of geometry asanalyzed, and his development of metamathematleal analysis studied.
Major Findings and Conclusions.-1111bert moved informally to a higher levof abstraction in the form of metageometry. His concern with the method ofmodels, noncontradiction, and independence in an axiom system was dis-cussed in detail. It was shown how Hilbert attempted to overcome the weak-nesses in this informal approach by a simultaneous development of logic andmathematics, leading to the science of metamathematics. The frameworkof this sciencethe axiomatic method, consistency, and mathematical exist-encewas considered. It was shown that the central method of mathematics,for formalism, is axiomatic.
50. KIMBALL, REVEREND THOMAS D. The Determination of Groups of ItemsWhose Variance Is Accounted for in Terms of One Only Factor. (M.A.,Catholic University of America, Washington, D.C.)
Major Faculty Adviser.Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Houlahan.
Problem.(1) To determine, from the performance' of boys in one elementaryalgebra achievement test, groups of items whose variance is accounted forin terms of one only factor.
Procedure.Data used was from the study in progress of Sr. Rita Buddeke.

A correlation matrix of tetrachoric coefficients of intereorrelations of given test
items, for boys was developed, the correlation coefficients are arranged accord-ing to Spearman's hierarchy, and statistical checks using Moore's modifiedformulas are applied.

4Major Findings and Concluaiona.--.:This study, using the Spearman-Mooretechnique, corroborated another study of factorial patterns appearing in the
performances of boys and girls which made use of Thurstone's centroid methodof factoring and oblique rotation of axes. This study identified factorially pure
items for building tests of abilities involved In them.
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51. KOCHNOWER, WILLIAM. Personality Factors Which May Contribute toSuccess in Mathematics, (Ed. D., 1960, Teachers College, Columbia University,New York.)

Major Faculty Adviser.Howard F. Fehr.
Protlem.To determine whether the traits measured by a standardized per-sonality questionnaire could distinguish a group of high school students whosemathematical achievement exceeds_their average scholastic achievement froma comparable group whose mathematical achievement is equivalent to theiraverage achievement.

Procedure.A selected sampling of 434 ninth-, tenth-, and eleventh-igradestudents was used. Half of these
aad constituted the experimental

`level, sex, geographical data and
Tests .of Educational Development

demonstrated superior relative achleviem!nt
group. The other half, matched by gr#de
IQ, served as a control group. The. Iowa
were used to separate the memberM (4 thetwo groups. The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing Humor Test wasused to measure persosality traits. The statistical analysis of multiple regres--i'sion was employed. The raw scores on the personality questionnairO wer*treated as predictor variables, while the numerical values assigned to indicatemembership in the control or experimental group was used as the criterion ordependent variables. Male and female subjects were treated separately.

Major Findings an
nacre only 2 appea
mathematically incli
sp'ctive individual 'Nk
convictions, refusing
female, the study pr
mathematics.

Conclusions.Of the 14 traits measured by the queition-to be significantly related to the criterion for boys. Theed male subject emerged as a sensitive, insecure, i4tro-ho tends to avoid group activities. He clings to his /ownto subordinate them to common group standards. Ip the
uced no evidence relating personality to achievemeit in

52. Kurrz, HELEN g\ARIE. Historical Number Stories f'r Ude in IntermediateGrades. 1959, Ed. M., Vnivc.b.rsity of Texas,, AustiIV
Major Faculty Advis.Frances FlOurnoy.
Problent.--To survey and describe available stories for intermediate grades o01t 1 e history and development of the number system, number processes, and theystem of measures ; to suggest values derived from such and ways of usingthese stories in relation to skills taught ; and to create original stories of thisme kind.

rocedure.Survey of literature, classification and description of availablesto and writing of original stories.
A

4fajv Findings and Conclusions. Pupils indicated that they enjoyed and ap-preciat: stories frc m which they can get and learn facts. Historical numberstori could be used to stimulate interest in number, to create an appreciationfor umber, to reintroduce and review mathematical facts and processes, andto e rich the arithmetic program in the intermediate grades.
LANCASTER, OTIS, and ERSKINE, ALBERT. Achievement in Small Class,Lr e Class and TV Instruction in College Mathematics. (1961, PennsylvaniaSta e University, University Park.)

obletn.To determine the relative merits of teaching analytic geometry and(talc lus by small class, large class, and TV instruction.

4.

e
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Procedure.For 2 consecutive years all freshman engineering students were
divided by means of random numbers into three groups, corresponding to the
three methods of instruction. The course in calculus followed that of analytic
geometry. During the first year all of the freshmen were taught calculus by
the small class method. During the . second year some of the freshmen were
taught by TV while others were taught by either small class or large class
Methods. This variation in teaching method was used both years in teaching
analytic geometry.

To control the teacher variable somewhat, the teachers of the TV and large
classes were interchanged the second year. Analysis of covariance was used
io take student differences into account. The various groups were compared
by m'eins of final examination. A study was made of the hours of study and the
numb& of dropouts associated with each of the methods.

Major Findings and Conclusions.In order of achievement in analytic ge-
ometry the ranking was the large% class, TV, and small class methods. This
order was maintained in calculus during, the first year of the experiment, but
during the second year the TV method moved from second to first place. How-
ever, whether TV was or was not the method used in analytic geometry did not
appear. to influence this result. The percent of dropouts was least in the TV
group during the first semester but greatest during the second. The TV students
studied the most and the large class students the least.

It appears' that the large class method was better than the other methods-in
terms of achievement and retaining of students, even though less study time
was involved.

'54. LINDSEY, WILLIE EUGENE, JR. A Study of the Major Cantles of Arithmetic
Difficulties for a Selected Group of Seventh-Gride Students-at Melrose High
School (Memphis, Tennessee) for the School Year 1957-58. (M.S., 1959,
Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State University, Nashville. )

Problem.To determine some of the more probable causes of arithmetic diffi-
culties of seventh-grade pupils at Melrose High School, Memphis, Tenn., for
the school year 1967-58.

Procedure.Thirty-tive pupils were studied in relation to these factors :

Arithmetic achievement (low) , reading achievement, mental ability, visual and
auditory acuity, study habits and attitudes toward arithmetic, and information
regarding parents ( schooling, occupation, etc.) .

Major Findings and Conrluaiona.Achlevement in arithmetic reasoning was
much lower than achievement in computation. This was coupled with a low
reading achievement level. No relationship was found between arithmetic
achievement and age, or physical disability, or socioeconomic conditions in the
home.

55. UTWILLER, BONNIE. Modern Concepts of Mathematics Taught in the
Junior Colleges in Illinois. (M.S., 1960, Illinois State Normal University,
Normal.)

Major Faculty Advisei.--T. E. Rine.
Problem.To deterinine the extent to which Junior colleges of Illinois are

including concepts of 'modern mathematics in their courses.
Procedure.A questionnaire structured to find out about the mathematics

curriculum and what concepts of modern mathematics were taugbt, was sent to
all of the 29 junior colleges of Illinois.
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Major Findings and Conclusions.Only brief mention of modern mathematicswas made in the junior college courses. The junior college teachers had anaverage of only two courses in modern mathematics. It was recommended thatthese teachers improve their preparation by taking more courses in modernmathematics and by individual study.

56. Loinsaism °Rossi R. A Pilot Study To Determine the Efficiency of theIowa Tests of Educational Development in Predicting Grades in Mathematicsof Senior Male Eittilente in Latilalle Senior High SchooL (M.S., 1960, NiagaraUniversity, Niagara Ms, N.Y.) ,

Major Faculty Adviser.James V. Deegan.
Problens.---To determine the efficiency of test 4 In the Iowa State Tests ofEducational Development., "Ability To Do Quantitative Thinking," in predictinggrades in algebra, geometry, and intermediate algebra.
Prooedure.Pearson ProductMoment correlations were computed separatelybetween test 4 and grades. In algebra, geometry, and intermediate algebra forsenior male .students in LaSalle Senior High School, Niagara Falls, N.Y., 1957.The sample included 79 students for algebra, 50 for geometry, and 84 for inter-mediate algebra.
Major Findings and Conclusione.Highest correlation was with algebra andnext with intermediate algebra, both correlations being significant at the 0.01level of confidence. The correlation with geometry was not significant. Tenta-tive expectancy tables for counselors, teachers, and administrators were estab-lished using t-scores and percentile ranks for the local group.
57. Luwras, Ems Lou. Providing for Individual. Differences in Arithmetic.(Ed. M., 1959, University of Texas, Austin.)
Major Paosity AdvisereFranceaPlournoy.
Probletn.-i--To study individual differences in arithmetic in a low fourth-grade classroom and to experiment with the use of various methods and materialsin prpviding for these differences.
Procedure.--Used numerous observational techniques to note individual differ-ences among children in arithmetic ability and to note factors possibly relatedto these differencei in a casual way. On basis of observations, used variousmethods and materials to provide for individual differences.
Major Findings and Conclusions.Found these to be the most effective methodsand materials for provision for individual differences : Grouping children intotwo or three groups ("too mini groups can hinder any of the groups fromreceiving proper attention"), using audiovisual aidi, using concrete and semi-concrete miterials, providing for group activities, and playing games. Foundmore difficulties due to cognitive fictors than to nonintellective factOrs.
5& MACCIA, Mumma A. The Status of the Mathematics Program for Above-Average- Students in -Fifty-Six New Jersey Junior High Schools in the Springof 1960. (1980, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, N.J. )
Noblent.To determine. whether an accelerated or an enriched mathematicsprogram for the above-average or -gifted students was being offered In the 90jtudor high schools in New Jeisey in the spring of 1900, or was being-plannedfor the fall of 19430.

Prooeduce.A ;qUestionnaire was mailed to the principal of each of the 90-Junior high schools in New Jersey and the responses analyse&
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Major Findings and toncittsionser-Of the 9 schools with 1,000 or more stu-
dents, all offered either acceleration or enrichment propams in mathematics;
all 11 schools with neither acceleration or enrichment had fewer than 999 pupils.
A total of 12 schools had only an acceleration program, 19 had only an enrich-
ment program, while 14 had both. Of the schools with neither acceleration
or enrichment, 9 percent were planning to start acceleration, 9 percent an enrich.
ment program, and 18 percent were discussing possibilities.

59. MALAN, JUNE R. An Experiment with a Recently Developed Test for
Ninth-Grade Mathematics. (M.S., 1960, University of Kansas, Lawrence.)

Major Faculty AdvisersGilbert Ulmer.
ProblemTo answer two questions : (I) Did the achievement on traditional

mathematics made by students who studied a new curriculum in ninth-grade
mathematics compare favorably with the achievement of students who were
taught by traditional methods and materials in the same sChool? (2) Did the
new material stimulate a greater degree of apparent interest as shown by in-
creased enrollment in elective second-year mathematics courses?

ProceduresThe experimental group consisted of four classes, two taught by
each of two teachers throughout the school year 1959 --80, using the materials of
the Development Project in Secondaiy Mathematics, developed at Southern Illi-
nois University. The control group consisted of two classes tafight by another
teacher using traditional materials. Students were assigned randomly to the
six classes. Arithmetic scores on the California Arithmetic Test given in the
eighth grade were obtained as pretest scores. Otis Quick Scoring Teit scores
were obtained. The criterion of ninth-grade achievement was performance on
the Lankton Algebra Test, given neat the close of the year. The technique of
,analysis of variance and covariance was employed to compare achievement of
experimental and control groups, Intelligence and pretest scoresres being held
constant.

Major Findings and Conclusions.The students in the experimental group
achieved significantly higher on the standardise' algebra test than did the stu-
dents in the control group. In the experimental group 75 percent. indicated at
the -end of the year that they intended to continue with second-year mathematics,
while only 34 percent in the control group planned to continue.

60. MALETsKY, EVAN M. The Relative Merits of Several Methods of Teaching
Probability in Elementary Statistics. (Ph. D., 1961, School of Education, New
York University, New York. )

Major Faculty AdvisersJohn J. Kinsella.
Problemsto test the relative merits of three methods of teaching certain

topics in elementary statistics.
Procedure.The first method involved a formal introduction to the theory of

probability using the basic concepts of sets. The second gave tnis introduction
through traditional mathematics. The third involved an intuitive introduction
to probability. A unit of instruction was prepared for each of the methods. The
first group consisted of 25 students, the second 30, and the third 28. The same
instructor taught all three groups.. Testa of mathematical competence and etatistical inference were constructed and administered. The duration of . the
experiment was one semester.

Major Findings and Conclusions.Initial differences among the 3 groups of
students, randomly selected from 12 sections, were taken into account by analysis
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of covariance. There were no statistical differences at the 5-percent level inproblem-solving ability in probability and statistical inference among the threegroups, although the results seemed to favor the methods using sets.

NiAMARY, ALBERT. A Study of High Ability Students' Success and Failurein Mathematics. (MA., 1960, Univ*rsity of Minnesota, Minneapolis.)
Major Faculty Adviser.Donovan A. Johnson.
ProblemTo _determine reasons for success and failure in mathematics ofhigh-ability students ; to determine characteristics of high-ability students signi-ficantly associated with success or failure ; to get some suggestions for improvingthe teaching of mathematics.

Procedure.The study was conducted with the entire senior class of Univer-sity High School, University of Minnesota, in 1959-40. The Lorge-Thorndike(nonverbal) Intelligence Test, Iowa Test of Educational Development (quantita-tive thinking) and the Differential Aptitude Abstract Reasoning and SpacialRelations Tests were used to define high ability. Students, who maintained a \.B+ or better average in mathematics from grades 7 through 12, were consideredsuccessful. Students who had a 0 or less average and were not currentlyenrolled were considered unsuccessful. There were 12 students in each group.Information was gathered by means of an interview based on the followingareas : Student attitude tbward niatheniaties ; Oarrental attitudes ; teacher atti-tudes; inherent' difficulties of mathematics as a course of failure ; study habits,hobbies, and amount of study time ; pupil's own analysis of the causes of successor failure ; effects of student teachers. The data collected were analyzed by theFisher-Yates Test of Significance for 2 z 2 Contingency Tables.
Major Findings and Conclusions.The successful students had regular studyhours, studied without radio or television, had chores to do at home, foundmathematics" useful, had parents who were good in. mathematics, did not expectbetter grades in other courses, had elementary teachers who enjoyed arithmetic,and did not get behind in their work. Unsuccessful students felt they wouldhare been more successful if they had been in a slower moving group and thoughttheir teachers taught wily to the top few. The successful students thought' thata successful student did not try to relate mathematics to anything, that insightinto mathematics was an important reason for success, that to be successful oneshould not memorize it, and that one had to work 'hard to succeed in mathe-matics. The students felt. that poor teachers give too much drill, do not care ifthe individuttl gets the material, teach only to the top few, are not interested inthe subject, and are out of touch with bow students feel.

62. SISTER ROSE'MARIAN. The Effect of Student Constructed Assignments onCertain Factors in Mathematical Achievement and Retention. (Ph. D., 1959,School of Education, New York University, New York.)
Major Faculty Adviser.John J. Kinsella.
Problent.To determine the- effect of student constructed assignments onachievements in algebraic content, problein-solving ability, and critical thinkingduring a college freshman liberal arts course in the introduction to mathematics.

. Procedure.An experimental group of 22 students and a control 'group of 19were used. The control variables were initial mathematical achievement and in-telligence. During the semester each member of the first group constructed 21assignments which were worked by a 'second student and checked by a third'Tests of algebraic content, problem solving, and critical thinking were given at
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the beginning and end of ,the experiment, and, for the evaluation of retention, 4
months after the end of the semester.

Major Faidinga and Conclusions.--There was a staddically significant differ-
ence in favor of the experimental group in algebraic content, problem solving,
and critical thinking at the end of the semester and, also, 4 months later.

63.. MAY, Kvincrru 0. An Undergraduate Training Program In Mathematical
Research. (1960, Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.)

Problent.----To find more effective ways of stimulating Undergraduate Students
in mathematics to show initiative and to do original work.

Proccdure.During 1956-60 various devices were used to solve the problem.
Among these were honors sections for freshmen and sophomores, special honors
problems publicly posted problems of the month, colloquia for advanced stu-
dents, research projects involving student-faculty collaboration, and a publica-
tion reporting the results of these endeavors.

Major Findings and Conoluitotis.The devices used had a significant impact
on student activity. The most effective devices appeared to be honors problem&
the colloquia, student-faculty collaboration, and the local publication. Unless
students in honors sections were held to the same standards and amounts of
routine work as til; other sections, they tended to do less well than their fellows
in the 'regular sections. It seems that honor work should be only a supplement to
regular courses, and that enrichment rather than acceleration is most effective.

64. SiclUmirr, JAMES E. Relationship. Between Selected Factors and Achieve-
ments in a Unit on Probability and Statistics for Twelfth-Grade Students. (Ed.
D., 1960, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Major Facility Adviser. --Alex .7..13ucanis.
Problem.To prepare and teach a unit on probability and statistics for high

school seniors and to analyze the relationship between certain factors and
achlevemOt in the unit..

Proeedwre.------The unit was prepared and taught to 217 students in 10 schools
for 13 class periods: Measures of total intelligence, language intelligence, non-
language intelligence, reading comprehension, and previous experience in mathe-
matics were correlated with a measure of achievement on the unit of work.

Major Findings and Conclusions. --A significant gain in achievement was shown
by the students during the study. The acitement of students in the college
preparatory curriculum was significantly ter than the achievement of stu-
dents in other curriculums. The consensus of the participating students and
teachers was that such a course would be a valuable addition to the high school
curriculum.

65. ,McMAnorf, DELLA. L An Experimental Comparison of Two Methods of
Teaching Percent to Seventh-Grade Pupils. (Ed. D., 1950, University of
Missouri, Columbia.)

Major Faculty Adder.- -Ralph E. Watkins.
Problent.--To compare initial learning and retention of learning if seventh-

grade pupils are taught percent by the ratio method or the conventional method.
Procedure.--Four middle-ability claws and one low-ability class were taught

percent by the ratio method, and an equal number of classes were taught by the
conventional method. (In an, 245 seventh-grade pupils from two Waterloo, Iowa
public schools were involved in this sample.) At the end of-a 9-week teaching
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.period .a final percent test constructed by the inveitigitor was administered toall subjects. Six weeks later a retention test was administered.

Major Pinditige and 001101118i0148.---There seemed to be no difference betweenthe ratio and conventional methods in developing ability to interpret statementsabout percent The ratio method resulted in greater Computational skill withpercents and in more permanent learning than did the conventional method.Neither method was successful with pupils of low mental ability.
66. Monoomar, Hum' Pirazoi.t. A Factorial Study of the Problem-SolvingAbility of Fifth-Grade Girls. (Ph. D., 1957, Catholic University of America,Washington, D.C.)

Molar ?amityAdviter.Bt, Rev. Msgr. Francis 3. Houlahan,
Problem---To compare the factor patterns of arithmetic performance of fifth-grade girls with the factor patterns of firth-grade boys and alsth-grade
Procedire.Pactor analysis hued on data from ft battery of 21 subtexts admin-istered to 373 Mb-grade girls and 363 fifth-grade boys *ping a 2-week period inNovember 1967.

Meor Findings and 0011thia0111.--For firth-grade girls, Identified three pti-mary factors : (1) 4 verbal factor willing for both general and specific skills inreading comprehension and vocabulary meaning ; (2) an arithmetic factor involv-ing ability to perform ttmdamental operations in arithmetic as well as to denion-orate an understanding of number relationships ; and (3) an approach-to-prob-lem-solving rector involving an ability to compare and organize data prior to thesolution of a problem presented in verbal, arithmetical, or spatial form. A com-parison of factor patterns for Nth-grade girls (this study) and sixth-grade girls(a companion study) revealed that the sources of variance for the former weremore clearly defined than for the latter. Comparison of factor patterns forfifth-grade girls and boys showed a marked difference in the case of factorwhich, for boys, was Identified as a spatial factor rather than the approach-to-problem-eolving factor Identified for girls.
I67. MILLIGAN, lizaut W. An Inquiry Into the Selection of Subject Matter Con-tent for College Freshman Mathematics. (Ed.. D., 1961, Oklahoma State Uni-versity, Stillwater.)

Major Faculty Adviser.James Zant
Problem.--To develop a process for the selection of content for a modern coursein college freslunan mathematics, and to apply the process to the construction ofsuch a course Ina specifIccollege.
Prooedure.-s-Objectives were first selected after a study of the relevant litera-ture. Seventeein criteria for selecting-content were obtained from similar sources.Subject matte topics were rated by using these criteria at one of four levelsof significance. A selection of topics was made and ordered In a cyclic, spiralway.

Major Findings and Conclealons.--Application of- the process seemed to showthat it was possible to select a modern course in freshman mathematics Bads-- Eying the objectives and criteria. Not all topics contained in traditional. bookswere rated low, nor all topics in modern textbooks rated highly. In general,topics related to an early Introduction of the calculus and to mathematical struc-ture were rated highly ; Male primarily concerned with detailed manipulatorytechniques in'college algebra, trigonometry, and analytic geometry were ranked
\

a
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relatively low. The logical, sequential nature of mathetnaties leads to some
modifications ot a course based on criteria and objectival alone.

68. Starr, EDWARD RAYMOND. An Experimental Study Testing the Value
of Using Multisensory Experiences in the Teaching of Measurement Units
on, the Fifth- and Sixth- tirade Level. (Ed. D., 1149, Pennsylvania State
University, University Park, Pa.)

Major Facqty Advisers.--P. W. Bixby and C. G. Coyle.
Probleas.To evaluate the effectiveness of prearranged multisenory ma-

terials on attitude toward school subjects, quantitative understanding, and
computational skill.

ProoeduresPre- .and posttesting of control (N=70) and experimental
(N=175) pupils in (1) attitude toward school subjects, (2) quantitative under-
standing, and (3) computational ability. During the experimental period the
expt4itnental group was Wen *WM opportunity to use multisensory aids
during arithmetic measurement classes ; no attempt was made to influence the
control group as to time, method. and aids used:

Major Findings aNd ConclusionasBoth experimental and control groups
gained In quantitative understanding and In computational skill, but the differ-
ence between experimental- and ntrol-gain was not significant in .either, in-
stance. Neither group showed a .8 ificatit increase in attitude scores when
the factori of sex, mental age, a combination of these two factors were
taken into consideration.

69. NOVELLO, REVEREND RUSSELL R. Differential Factors in Algebraic Com-
putation for High-Achieving Boys and Girls. (Ph. D., 1Q60, Catholic University
of America, Washington, D.C.)

Major Faculty AdvisersRt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Houlahan.
Probletn.To determine what factors in algebra are used by high achievers:

to compare such factors in order to recognize the grouping of abilities under.
lying high achievement in algebra.

ProceduresThe 65-item algebra test of the 1959 AffillatiOn'Test Program of
the Catholic University of America was administered to about 6,000 ninth-
grade pupils. Those who attained a score at or above one standard deviation
from the mean were selected as high achievers. Coefficients of tetrachoric
correlation were calculated on those items (43 in number) which more than
15 percent and less than 85 percent succeeded In answering correctly. Thur-
stone's Centroid Method of Multiple Factor Analysis was. applied to each matrix
to discver the factor.loadings. The axes were rotated to the position of the
factors which are identified and named.

Major Findings and Conclusions.The boys' factors are described as follows:
(1) A dual-functional relationship factor ; (2) a bowers and roots achievement
factor ; (3) a comOutation from verbal presentation factor ; (4) a factor re-
quiring might into the functional relationships with numbers; (5) a linear
equation-functional relationship factor.

The girls' factors are described as follows : (1) A functional relationship
factor stressing synOolization; (2) a number factor stressing functional re-
latIonship; (3) a number achievement factor stressing directed or signed
numbers; (4) an equation-functional relationships factor; (5) a directed
Number operations factor.
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70. PAIGE., DONALD DEAN. An Experimental Unit on the Quadratic Function.1960, Iowa State Wachers College, Cedar Falls.)ft

Major Faculty Adviser.-11. 0. Trimble.
Problens.---To construct, teach, and evaluate a -I-week unit for the teachingof quadratic functions in ninth-grade algebra.
Proccdure.A 4-week unit on quadratic ftmctions was introduced with majoremphasis on graphs throughout to an experimental group. A control groupwas matched on the basis of mathematical achievement. A specially con-structed test was adminstered to both groups and score differences subjectedto the ttest for significance. In addition differences in student reactions inthe two classes were tabulated by the investigator. The regular clitssroomteache: also wrote a summary of impressions.
Major Findings and Conclusions.Performance differences favored the ex-perimental (*Dm and the hypothesis of no difference rejected at the 5-percentLevel of confidence. The tabulated reactionssof students in terms of questions,attention, contributions, and spontaneity favored the experimental group 32to 2& The regular teacher observed that the experimental group was superiorwith respect to interest before and after_class, use of notes, attitude toward

71. PAINa, ALAN H. Developing Procedures for Establishing Programs ofMathematics Education in Certain Type Colleges with Special Reference toMarlboro College in Vermont: (Ed. D.,. 1960, Teachers College, ColumbiaCniverliti, New York.)

Major Faculty Adviser.--Howard. F. Fehr.
Problein..---To develop a procedure for establishing a mathematics programin a certain type of liberal arts (*Well*.
Prooedure.--Bard, Bednington, Goddard, Sarah Lawrence, and MarlboroCollege were studied. These five have common philosophies, aims; and ob-jectives. , They are described as experimental, based Jn students' needs, andinfluenced by the philosophy of John Dewey.- The historizal and philosophicaldeelopment of the colleges, the evolution of their mathematics programs, andl)r cedur'eM for establishing a mathematics program were-studied.Major Findings and Conclusions.In this study, the following proceduredeveloped involved informing the faculty of the ,,proposal and progress of theprogram ; determining the general alms and philosophy of the college; studyingthe present program thoroughly ; 'determining leiriiing experiences, teachingmethods, evaluation procedures, and plans for deteloping courses; trying outthe 'program experimentally ; evaluating the program and revising- it, ifnecessart

.72. PAYETTE, ROLL ND F. Report of the School Mathematics Study Group Cur-rtculum Evaluation. (1960-61, Educational Testing Service, Princeton NA),
Probkm.To answer the following questions : (1) Does the 'MSG curriculumdetract from student achievement with respect to traditional mathematical'skills? (2) Does the 8MEIGI curriculum result in a measureable extension of-:1-diveloped mathematical ability beyond that of conceptional matheinatics instruetion? (3) How effectively Is the SING currieulum tiOMmunicated to students at

LI
I various levels of scholastic ability?
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Prooedure.Evidence pertinent to question one was secured in the following
manner. A group of teachers (CA), selected at random fioip'kgroup of teachers
willing to teach the SMSG curriculum for the first time, protrided their students
with conventional mathematics instruction. A second group of teachers (EA),
selected at random from a group of teachers willing to teach the SMSG cur-
riculum for the first time, provided their students with matheMaties instruction
based on SMSO materials. There were approximatelt 30 teachers in each of the
two groups, OA and DA, at each of five grades, 7, 9, 10,11, and 12..

Students of CA teachers and students of EA teachers were administered com-
mon tests of scholastic aptitude and knowledge of mathematics in the fall of
1960, and common tests of traditional, mathematics and SMSG mathematics in
the spring of 1961. The tests were designed for the various grade levels and
curriculums involved in the study.

Evidence relative to question two was secured in the following manner. The
students of CA teachers were compared with students of EA teachers on the
basis of their performance on SMSG tests.

Data relevant to question three was derived by plotting SMSG test score
distributions according to differing SCAT levels. Then, overlap among SMSO
test scores was sought for students of high, medium, and low scholastic aptitude.

An additional facet of this study was the concern for results that might be
attributable to Hawthorne or experimental effect. In order to establish some
control.over the influence that participating in an experiment is alleged to exert
on experimental results, an additional comparison of traditional mathematics
achievement was made.

A group of teachers (CC) was randomly selected from the populations of
mathematics teachers from the large school systems who participated in the
study. Their participation included only the administration of SCAT and
achievement tests of conventional and SMSG mathematics in the spring of
1961. These teachers did not know that they would be asked to participate in
the study until shortly before the spring. admiiistration of tests. Hence it
hypothesized that their instruction was not influenced by knowing that they
were in an experiment.

Major Findings and Conclusions.In general, students exposed to conventional
mathenlaties have neither a pronounced nor a consistent advantage over students
expOied to SMSG mathematics with respect for the learning of traditional
mathematical skills..

Students exposed to SMSO instruction acquire pronounced and consistent
extensions of-Aeveloped mathematical ability beyond that develOped by students
exposed to conventional mathematics instruction..

Regarding the Hawthorne,effect, comparisons of .achievement son conventional
and SMSO tests for students of CA and CC teachers indicate uriAiuivocaily that
there is no advantage in favor of students of CA teachers, those teachers who
knew they were in an experimeit. The CC teachers provided instruction in
conventional mathematics only. ,\

Scholastic aptitude is far from the whole story in predicting achievement in.
SMSG. The necessity for additional predictors of SMSG achievement. becomes
particularly acute in the upper grides. Additionally, the large range of achieve-
ment scores: for all SCAT levele at alkgrade levels casts doubt on traditional
means of selecting students* for ability grouping sin mathematics instruction. Fi-
nally, there is positive evidence to suggest that .students at all SCAT, levels can
learn considerable segments Of MSG materials. .
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78. Pwrrorazaso, ANTHONY. A Comparison of the Relative Effectiveness ofTwo Methods of Teaching Certain Topics in Solid Analytic Geometry to Col-lege Freshman. (Ph. D., 1959, School of Education, New York University,N.Y.

MajorFaculty Adviser.---John J. Kinsella.
ProblemTo compare the effectiveness of the vector method approach andthe traditional approach in teaching certain topics of solid. analytic geometry.Procedure.--Two groups of students, randomly assigned to the investigatorfor Instruction,in freshman engineering mathematics at the Newark College ofEngineering, Newark, N.J., were matched in terms of intelligence, average gradesdiring the fall semester, and knowledge of solid geometry. One group wastaught solid analytic geometry for 4 weeks by the vector method, the other groupby a method making use of the algebra of numbers. The same instructor, taughtboth groups.
Major Findings and Conclusion/J.Although there was a constant margin in.favor of the experimental group at all levels of ability, the differences were notstatistically significant at the 5-percent level.
74. Prrrs, RAYMOND I. Understanding the Structure of Number Systems.(1960, Los Angeles State College, LOS Angeles, Calif.)
Problem.--To determine the extent to which elementitry teacher trainees canacquire an understanding of closure, associativity; identities, inverses, com-mutativity, and distributivity, and can apply these concepts to numb4r systemscommonly used in the.elementary school.
Procedure.A test designed to appraise understanding of the. structure ofnumber systems, in terms of comprehenidon, translation, and. application, wasadministered to 44 preservice elementary teachers at the end of a three-unitcourse in arithmetic, in which "understanding of the structure of number sys-tems" was one of four .objectives. The responses were analyzed in terms of thepercent of correct responses.
Major Findings and Conclusionse--Over. 80 percent of the responses to itemsdealing with the comprehension of identity, commtitativity, and the propertiesof a group were correct. However, the ability to apply the properties variedgreatly. Most errors occurred in examples involving rational .numbers. Thestudents did not seem *to have enough understanding of the inverse to applyit with facility.

75. POPEJOY, WILLIAM D. An Experimental Study of Two Curricular Orga-nizations of First-Year Mathematics at Colorado State College. (Ed. D., 1959.Colorado State College, Greeley.)

Major Faoulty Adviser.Dale 0. Patterson.
Problem.To determine the relative effectiveness of teaching college algebra,trigonometry, and analytic geometry separately or teaching a course integratingthem.

Procedure,Pairs of students were matched on bases of college ability scores,a mathematics pretest, and years of high school 'mathematics. One member ofeach mir was given the separate subject course and the other the' integratedcourse. Tests in algelira were given at the end of the fall, winter, and springquarters ; in trigonometry at the end of the winter and spring quarters ; and inanalytic geometry at the end of the spring quarter.
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Major Findings and Conclusions.Achievement in algebra and trigonometry is
independent of the type of organization. The achievement in analytic geometry
of those in the integrated plan exceeded, by a statistically significant amount,
that of the other group. Those with 3 or more years of Mill school mathematics
scored consistently higher in algebra and trigonometry than the with fewer
than '3 years. Achievement in algebra increases over the year ; no gain or loss
in trigonometry occurs after a quarter.

76. PRESSLER, EVELYN. A Study of Classroom Grouping in Second-Grade Arith-
metic. ( Eck. M., 1960, University of Texas, Austin. )

Major Faculty Adviser.Orances Flournoy.

Problem.--To study the achievement of second-grade children when two types
of grouping for instruction were used : intraclass grouping and whole-class
instruction.

Prooedure.Pre- and posttesting with standardized achievement test ; also
testing with teacher-made instrument Experimental group ( two classes) was
divided (each class) for separate instruction Into two groups : High third
based on achievement, and the rest of the pupils. Control group was not sep-
arated for instruction within each of the two classes.

Major Findings and Conclusiona.Found no significant difference in achieve-
ment, regardless of ability level, between experimental and control groups. Sug-
gests that the full value of the subgrouping was probably not measured by the
tests. Contends that, if the faster pupils had been accelerated in content rather
than given just enrichment, differences would no doubt be large.

77. ROBINSON, GEORGE A. Strategies in the Teaching and Learning (4 Concepts :

An Analysis by Symbolic Logic. (Ph. D., 1960, University of Illinois, Urbana.)
Major Faculty Advi8er.K. B. Henderson.
Piobletn.To make a logical analysis of heuristic strategies available to a

learner in acquiring a concept and to his teacher as a, director of learning ; to
present a theoretical model for directing research in the teaching of concepts;
and to facilitate programing a teaching machine which employs feedback.

Procedure.Symbolic logic was used to analyze the strategies and to pro-
pose a theoretical model for subsuming them.

Major Findings and Conclusion.--Heuristic strategies available to the teacher
and learner in the presence and absence of feedback were analyzed. The theo-
retical model consisted of using logical equations to represent the concept to be
taught and the learner's idea of what the concept is. When the concept is a
single valued function of n concepts already known, the possible structure for
the concept to be taught are associated with the vertices of a 2" dimensional
cube. The difference between the teacher's and learner's idea of a concept is also
shown by the difference between two vectors. The machine known as the musc
is programed to compare the teacher's and learner's idea of a concept and to cor-
rect defects in the learner's conjectures.

78. Ross, ARNOLD EPHRAIM. Report on the Program for Gifted High School
Students at Notre Dame University. (1061, University of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Ind.)

Problem. To discover and develop scientific talent early.
Procedure.--Each applicant to the Notre Dame N.S:F. summer program is

sponsored by high school mathematics teacher and finally selected by a com-
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mittee of the Notre Dame teaching staff on the bases "of discussion with theteacher-sponsor and such available evident° as achievement, interest; auto-biography, special. questionnaire, and academic record. The 54 students camefrom 15 States representing 18 public, 18 parochial, and 3 private schools. Therewere 8 seniors, 29 juniors, 14 sophomores, and 3 freshmen. Rigidity in selectionwas avoided lest the gifted nonconformist be overlooked. The 1960 summerprogram was preceded by a weekly class during the academic year 1957-58. Thesummer program involved a number theory co arse for all, and a few qualifiedstudents attended a course in higher algebra. Projects Mid project counsellingwere also a part a the program.

Major Findings and Conoltuiena.---Limited only by maturity boundaries, theyoung people were brought into contact with the best scientific thinking of theday. In general, projects did'not provide the best outlet for students' energiesin a short intensive summer session. The program, ambitious as it was, couldnot deal with the vital concerns of experimental science because of limitationsof resources. However, much was done in mathematics and abstract thinkinggenerally. Working with gifted young people is a very exacting task.
79. RYAN, SR. BERNADETTA. A Comparison of the Concepts of Teaching First-Grade Arithmetic as Shown in the Professional Writings of Five ArithmeticSpecialists. (M.A., 1959, Catholic University of America, Washington; D.C,)
Major Faculty Adviser.Rt. Rev. Msgr. F. J. Houlaban.
Problem..--To discover the concepts of arithmeticians as to the nature of first-grade arithmetic, the content, and the teaching methods they propose.
Procedure.Analysis of the professional writings of W. A. Brownell, M. L.Hartung, and G. S. Macvaugh. [Editor's Note : The other two of the five special-ists were not specified in the research report.)
Major Findings and .Conclusions.The concepts each specialist holds as tothe nature of first-grade arithmetic are similar, but there is a great difference incontent and method.

80. SAAR, HOWARD CHESTER. Dimensional Analysis : Its. Application to Second-ary Mathematics.. (M.S., 1960, Illinois State Normal. University, Normal.)
Major Faculty Adviser.---TClyde T. McCormick.
Problem.To answer the following questions : (1) How much knowledge ofdimensional analysis do high school students have? (2) Can the elementaryaspects of dimensional analysis be taught with understanding to high school stu-dents? (3) To what extent can the concept of dimensional analysis be includedin the existing curriculum? (4) Can the results of teaching elementary aspectsof dimensional analysis in the secondary school be evaluated ?
Procedure.A teaching unit on dimensional analysis was developed and taughtto an experimental high school class. A pretest and a final examination ondimensional analysis were constructed and administered. Student opinionsregarding interest, length, and difficulty of the teaching unit were recorded.Major Findings and Conclusions.High school students in mathematics andphysics have slight knowledge of dimensional analysis. Elementary aspects athe topic can be taught with understanding at their level. The extent to whichit can be included in the curriculum depends on the willingness of mathematicsand physics teachers to attempt a new approach to a traditional problem.Nothing need be removed from or added to the curriculum. Results of teaching
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dimensional analysis may be evaluated satisfactorily by a carefully developedexamination program.

81. SANDERLIN, JERALDINE FRANKLIN. The Relationship of Intelligence andRea4ing Ability to Arithmetic Problem-Solving Ability of Fourth-Grade Pupils,Dunn Avenue School, Memphis, Tenn. (M.S., 1960, Tennessee Agricultural andIndustrial State University, Nashville.)
Problem.To ascertain the relationship, at the fourth-grade level, betweenability to solve arithmetic reasoning problems and factors such as intelligenceand reading ability.
Procedure:. Analyses of intelligence, arithmetic, and reading test scores.
Major Findings and Conclusions.Intelligenee was not a major factor inrelation to problem-solving ability. Comprehensive reading skill was morehighly related to problem-solving ability than was word concept skill.
82. SCHAFFNER, SUE. Episodes in the Development of PI and Their Use inStimulating Interest Amciiigratudents of Mathematics. (M.A., 1960, College. ofEducation, Ohio State University, Columbus.)
Major Faculty Adviser.----Harold P. Fawcett. s
Problem.---To select interesting episodes in the development of the trtinseendental number pi, and develop them in such a way that they be in interestto both junior and senior high school students.
Procedure---A brief account of highlights in the development of the numberpi is given. Then those episodes which are thought to be of greatest interestto students are developed in more detail in a way in which students will enjoyreading about them... Each account is followed by study guides for both junioran senior high school student& The study guides suggest problems and .proj-ects in which the students can use the information and procedures from the previ-ous account. References Where the students can find additional material aregiven for each episode. ... Finally, the uses of pi are listed and suggestions. aremade to teachers as how they may use the material most effectively.
Major Findings nd Conclusions.Episodes in the development of pi can bedeveloped into a ber of worthwhile and interesting units for junior andsenior high school students.

83. Scsumexxa., JOHN A. Trends in the Education of Mathematics Teachers.(Ph. D.,. 1959, ool of Education, New York University, New York.)
Major. Faculty dviaer.John J. Kinsella.
Probiem.--To ce the development of programs for the education of teachersof senior high se ool mathematics from 1920 to 1958, determine trends in theevolution of curriculums with emphasis on mathematical content, and to make

. recommendations for future practice.
Procedure:---One htindred forty institutions graduating the largest numberof mathematics teachers in 1957 in each State were. selected, and their pro-grains foi pieparing such students were studied bye means of catalogue data anda questionnaire sent to the heads of the mathematics departments.
Major Ffndings and Coneigaione.From a median minimum requirement of 24-'semester houri5 of matheniatics for a teaching:major in 1920-21 the number roseto 27 in 1957-58. The corresponding numbers for a minor were 12 and 18, and

.4
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for prof nal courses 21 and 24. In 1920-21 the most common courses re-quired beyond the calculus were differential equations, theory of equations,history of mathematics, advanced calculus, and solid analytic geometry. From1920 to 1958 the courses showing considerable increase in popularity were collegegeometry, mathematics of finance, and elementary statistics.The influence of national committee reports was not supported by evidence.These usually reflected practices already in operation in many institutions.Over the entire period it was apparent that requirements for the futureteachers were Influenced most by the nature of the secondary school curriculum.84. SINGER, Juan: JACKSON. A Study of Problem Solving and ComputationalTopics in Arithmetic Textbooks Published. between 1920 and 1960 for tiradesThree Through Six. (M. Ed., University of Texas, Austin, 1960.)Major Faculty Adviser.M. Vere DeVault.
Problem.To determine the changes in problem solving and computationaltopics in arithmetic textbooks for grades 3 to 6 that have taken place during thepast 40 years.
Procedure.--Analysis of 18 textbook reties, grades 3 to 6, published during theperiod 1920-60 by two major publishers.
Major Findings and Conclusion'sMany changes made during the 40-yearperiod were in harmony with research findings relative to the teaching ofproblem solving and computational skills. At the same time, many of therecommendations stemming from research had not been utilized in the develop-went of textbook materials.

85. &slims OF MERCY. Problem Solving. (Mathematics Department, St.Xavier College, Chicago, Ill.)
Problem.To determine how to improve pupils' ability to solve verbal mathe-matical problem&

Prooedure.Cooperative "action research" and study inirolving 20 elementaryteachers and members of the mathematics and education departments of St.Xavier college, Chicago.
Major Findings and Conclusions.----Much mathematical learning must be donein relation to the other school subjects children are studying. Special workshould be incorporated in the reading program In ordei to learn how to readquantitative material better.
86. SMART, ROBERT EDWIN. An enrichment Program in Modern Geometry forthe Senior High School. 1900, College of Education, Ohio State Univer-sity, Oolumbus.)

Major Faculty Adviser.--Harold P. Fawcett.
Problem.---To devise a method and prepare materials for the Informal presen-tation of basic ideas of non-Euclidean geometry, projective geometry, and top-ology to high school st,dents, and to evaluate the effectiveness of the presen-tation.

Procedure.---The available literature on these topics was studied and a set of30 enrichment lessons suitable for use by high school students was prepared.These lessons .were presented as enrichment materials to 10th- and 11th-gradeplane and solid geometry classes, and the effectiveness of the presentation wasstudied by evaluating papexa which thestudenta wrote on these topics.
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Major Findings and Conolusions.--BilucYof the eltensive popular literature de-
voted to modern geometry is well suited for presentation to high school students.
An informal, intuitive presentation of topics emphasizing the historical develop-
ment and utilizing such points of departure as the Euclidean parallel postulate,
the concept of parallel projection, and Euler% theorem proved to be stimulating
and well received. Forty-four students who engaged in the study of enrichment
materiali on non-Euclidean geometry and projective geometry and who wrote a
paper on these topics showed a mastery on the average of 28 of the 37 major
points upon which the papers were evaluated.

87. SMrrH, EUGENE P. A' Developmental Approach to Teaching the Concept
of Proof in Elementary and Secondary School Mathematics. (Ph. D., 1959,
College of Education, Ohio State University, Columbus.)

Major Faculty Adviser. Harold P. Fawcett.

Problem. To explore and make explicit some methods for emphasizing the
concept of proof in elementary school mathematics and for nourishing the
growtti. of this concept in all secondary school mathematics classes.

Procedure.This study involved analytical descriptive research. Proof is
defined in the study as "that which co'hvinces." The nature of proof as a con-
tinuously evolving concept in mathematics is analyzed from both the child
development and mathematical points of view. The study Includes a review
and criticism of the literature on children's thinking especially as it relates
to logical reasoning, an analysis of the concept of proof in mathematics as an
evolviqg concept, and suggestions for teaching proof in elementary and second-
ary school mathematics.

Major Findings and Conclusions.There is considerable evidence to support
the thesis that the logic of young, children, is pot congruent to adult logic.
Perceptible movement toward adult logic appears to begin in most children

. around 11 or 12. An individual's concept of proof in mathematics develops
and matures from a dependence on empirical evidence and inductive and -in-
formal reasoning processes toward deductive, abstract, formal reasoning.

The nature of proof is analyzed under the general headings of probable in-
ference and necessary inference. Fourteen major understandings--/Mnited
with probable inference and 26 major understandings associated with neces-
sary inference to which the teaching and learning of 'mathematics can con-
tribute are presented with specific suggestions for teaching the concept of
proof in arithemtic, algebra, geomet

88. SPILLANE, DANIEL PAUL Attitudes or Pennsylvania Secondary School
Mathematics Teachers Toward the Inclusion of Analytic Geometry, Calculus,
and Statistics in the High School. (Ed. D., 1959, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa.)

Major Faculty Adviser. C. M. Lindvall.

Problem.To record and analyze the responses of teachers to questions involv-
ing the feasibility and the value of offering analytic geometry, calculus, or
statistics in high school and to the question concerning the type of student most
able to take these courses.

Procedure.Correlations were computed between favorableness of teachers'
attitudes toward each of the subjects and other factors such as their feelings of
competency to teach the courses, credits in mathematics, experience, and "size of
therhool.
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Major Findings and Conciusiona.Tiachers were favorable to the inclusion ofall thrtse subjects but thiir favorable attitudes did not show a high relationshipwith any of the factors mentioned above.
89. SPaAXER, HAROLD STEPHEN. A Study of the Comparative Em rgence ofCreative Intellectual Behavior During the Process of Group and n ividualStudy of Mathematics. (M. D., 1960, University of Virginia, Charlottesville.)Major Faculty Advisers.William C. Lowry and Frank W. Banghart.
Problern.To investigate the relative emergence of creative intellectual be-havior in mathematics during group and individual study, and its relation tofactors such as intelligence and achievement
Procedure.Data were derived from 180 urban seventh-grade pupils, 87 ofwhom were involved in small-group instruction and 93 in work as individuals.Both groups studied two SMSG units during a 6-week period.. All pupils weregiven standardised 'tests of mental ability and of arithmetic achievement ; theyalso were given a special test of creativity. Creativity was defined as "theability to produce original or unusual applicable methods of solutioh for problemsin mathematics. It was measured on the creativity test by asking the pupils tosolve mathematical problems in as many ways as they could . . . the number ofunique solutions to each problem on the test was taken as the criterion measure."Major Findings and Conclusions.There was no significant difference betweenthe mathematical Creativity scores of Pupils working in groups and those workingas individuals when the scores were adjusted for IQ and arithmetic achievement.

imi
Correlation between IQ and creativity 'as 0.59; and between arithmetic achieve-ment and creativity, 0.66. Based three ability-level groupings, mean crea-tivity scores increased from low---tiniighzability groups.

90. STEPHENS, Lois, and DUTTON, WILBUR H. Retention of the Skill of Divi-sion of Fractions. (1959, University of California, Los Angeleas.)
Problem.--Is there a significant difference.between the retention of the skill ofdivision of fractions by children taught by the common denominator and the \s,

\\.
inversion methods?methods?

9

Procedure.Data Were derived from experimental-control pairs, matched onthe bases of IQ and scores on a test of division of fractions given in May follow-ing instruction (common denominator method for one gioup, inversion methodfor the other), and tested again in September on the first day. of school. eMajor Findings and Conclusipn8.No significant difference in retention between the two groups was found. It is suggested that-both methods be taughtand pupils then allowed to select the one they prefer. -

91._ SToNETtallo, LEWIS WILLIAM. Factors Contributing to Understanding ofSelected Basic Arithmetical Principles and Generalizations. (Ed. D., 1960,Indiana University, Bloomington.)
Major Faculty Adviser.Ronald Welch.
Problem.--To determine what factors contribute to the understanding ofselected basic mathematical principles,
Procedure.Admiiiiitration of researcher's test of basic mathematical prin--elides to a . sample of students hi grades 8 .to 12 in the State of Indiana, andsopilomork juniors, and seniors in a teacher education program ; analysii oftesting data In relation to selected factors.
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Major Findings- and Conausions.The factors of age and student teaching
experience did not add to the understanding of basic mathematical principle&
The factors of teaching experience, level of academic preparation, and number
of semesters of high school mathematics were related positively to the under-
standing of basic mathematical principles.

r.
92. EtroaT, Lucarris CORDELIA. Procedures for Evaluation of Textual Ma-

terials for Teaching Basic Mathematical Understandings in the Arithmetic Cur-
riculum of the Elementary School. (M.S.E., 1960; Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa. )

Major Faculty Adviaer.William Gardner.
ProblemsTo develop criteria which could be used by elementary teachers in

evaluating materials and procedures to be used in teaching basic mathematical
understandings in the arithmetic curriculum of the elementary school.

ProceOre.Review of literature, leading to the developmedt of a rating
scale.

Major Findings and Conclusiona.---The evaluation Instrument developed may
serve as a model for teachers to use, but the criteria should be modified to fit
local needs.

9& *FRIGHT, VIRGINIA M. A Study of the Attitudes Toward Arithmetic of
Students and Teachers in the Third, Fourth, and Sixth Grades. (M. Ed., 1960,
Indiana State College, Indiana, Pa.)

Major Faculty Adviser.George A. W. Stouffer, Jr.

ProblemTo study current attitudes toward arithmetic on the part of chil-
dren and teachers, to note changes (if any) from third to fourth to sixth grade,
and to compare the attitudes of boys and girls.

Procedure.Administration of a revised form of the Dutton Attitude Scale to
29 teachers and 1,023 pupils, grades 3, 4, and 6.

Major Findings and ConcluAtioncContrary to popular opinion, at all three
grade levels a very large proportion of both boys and girls like arithmetic and
feel it is useful ; also, the majoiity of teachers sampled definitely enjoy teach-
ing arithmetic. In all three grade', girls liked arithmetic better than boys.

94. TAYLOR, FRANCIS B. Develtent of the Testing of Statistical Hypotheses.
(Ph. D., 1959, Teachers College, Co umbia University, New York )

Major Faculty Ad viaer.--Howakd F. Fehr.
Problem.To give a critical a

of statistical hypotheses, and
nt of the historical development of the testing

relate this development to the growth of statis-
tics as a college subject In the `United, States.

Procedure.The history of tbe testing of hypotheses was studied and related
to the types of courses taught at present in the United States.

Major Finding., and Conclusiona.--The principle of inverse probability origi-
nated by Bayes in 1763 and generalised by Laplace in 1812 was a first step in the

J development of hypotheses testing. A significant second step was the work of
R. A. Fisher in suggesting
ability statements about rtain hypotheses. A third step was related to the
work-of Neyman and Pea u in decid!ng on best tests of hypotheses. .In modern
times such tests have: I to ,mathematical ribstractIcip that are 'very difikult.
for those engaged in applications . of probability and statistics.

.

fi
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In the United States there has been a shift from an emphasis on descriptive

statistics to statistical inference. It is recommended that separate college de-partments of statistics be formed to secure a better balance between Itheory and
practice, and that publication of shorter works devoted to full length treatmentof particular topics be encouraged.

95. THOMPSON, GEORGIANNA F.. The Study of the Use of the Deductive and
Inductive Methods for Teaching Ninth-Grade Mathematics at the Shannon High
School, Shannon, Miss. (M.S., 1960, Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State
University, Nashville. )

Problem.---To study the use of the inductive method and of the deductive
method of teaching in ninth-grade general mathematics.

Procedure.In this study, "deductive method" means the method of study,research or argument in which specific applications or conclusions are derived
from assumed or established general principles. "Inductive method" is a teach-
ing procedure based on the presentation to the student of a sufficient number
of examples of a particular phenomenon to enable him to arrive at gentiral
relationships implied by the evidence. A class of 43 students was taught general
mathematics by the deductive method during the first semester and by the in-
ductive method during the second semester. In September the students' level
of achievement was measured by a quantitative 'understanding test. In January
achievement after a semester of the deductive method was measured by a second
test on problem solving. In April achievement was measured after a semester
of the inductive method by a third test on basic computation.

Major Findings and CORCilditiOWLAlthough the problem-solving test contained
some problems similar to the quantitative understanding and the basic com-
putation test, the scores made by students indicate that there was not enough
similarity in the tests to determine which teaching method is better. It was
observed that weekly recitations and test performances were beet during the
second semester when the inductive method was used.

96. Tarser, Burma MART Dons, O.S.F. The Effect of Interest-Centered Take-
Home Tests on Learning in Elementary Algebra. (Ph. D., 1959, New York Uni-

- veristy, New York. )

Major Faculty Adviser.John J. Kinsella.
Problem.To discover what part "take-home" tests based on individual in

terests play in the development of problem-solving ability, critical thinking, and
general efficiency in elementary algebra.

Procedure.The study was conducted-in a 4-year girls high school in New-
burgh, N.Y., during 1956:-57. There were 33 freshmen in the experimental group
and 30 in the control group. for matching the groups, the Terman-McNemar
Test of Mental Ability, the Seattle Algebra Test, and the Watson-Glaser Test
of Critical Thinking were administered. Every 5 weeks the control group was
given a conventional test during a class period and the experimental group was
given an interest-centered "take-home" test to be completed at home and re-
tprned in 10 days. The bike-home test was based on information from twoteststhe Seattle Algebra Test and the Kuder Preference Record Vocational
( (eight) problems based on the former ,test and 22 problems based on the latter).
In June, the. Watson-I:Miser Critical Thinking Appraisal was readministered
and the Lankton Algebra Test was given.
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Major Findings and Conclusions. The experimental group profited more
from testing to testing than did the control group. The interest-centered .tests
did not have any appreciable effect upon general efficiency in elementary algebra
nor did they have any marked effect upon the students' ability to solve problems.

97. TREDWAY, DANIEL C. A Statistical Cong,rison of Two Methods. of Teach-
ing Percentage. ( Ed. D., 1959, University of \Timing, Laramie. )

Major Faeulty A d riser.1---George E. Hollister.

Problem. To make a statistical comparison of two methods of teaching per-
centage.

Procedure. The experimental groups were taught the three cases pf percentage
as parts of a total process. An emphasis was placed on an understanding of
the three types of problems and the relationships among them. The control
groupg' were taught by methods presented in the arithmetic textbooks which
in general teach each case as a separate entity. Six teachers taught experi-
mental groups and five taught control group; over a 2-year period from 1957 to

1959 in the junior high schools of Cheyenne and Laramie. Two tests limited
to the three eases of percentage without applications were given the first im-
mediately after a 20-day teaching period, the second was given 30 days after
the, first test. An intelligence 'quotient from the California Test of Mental Ma-
turity was avallablo for all 552 pupils in the sample. The data were treated
with an analysis of covariance to determine whether or not there had been a
significant difference of learning and retention between the two groups.

Major Finding* and Conelusions.(1) The method tested provided sig-
nificantly better learning than the usual methods presented in textbooks, (21
the learning of the three cases of iwrcentage as a complete unit provided supeeilor
retention of pupils of average intelligence, (3) the period of 20 days was an
adequate amount of time to devote to teaching percentage when the experi-
mental method was used.

9R, VOGELI, BRUCE RAMON. The Siathemptics Program of the Soviet Secondary
School : Its Status and Innovaticins. (Ph. D. 1959, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.)

ibijor Faculty AdriRer.Phillip S. Jones.
Probiem.To answer the following questions: (1) What is the current nature

and status of the mathematics program of the Soviet secondary schools? (21
What trends, if any, are discernible in the recent Soviet curricular revisions in
the area of mathematics? (3) What relation do these trends bear to Soviet
edneatiTial policy as stated in publications in the area of mathematics education?

Procedure.The following were analyzed in detail : The arithmetic syllabus,
the secondary school mathematics syllabus, the four standard arithmetic text-
books, the six standard secondary school mathematics textbooks, the six stand-
ard problem books, and the secondary school graduation examination in
mathematics.

Major Finding* and renelusiona.Three interrelated factors or trends' were
largely responsible for changes in the Soviet mathematics program from 1952
to 1919: (1) Sttess on applications, (2) a trend to lightening the pupil's aademie
load, and (3) desire on the part of Soviet -educators to modeinize or raise the
scientific level of their secondary school mathematics program. Other reforms
as a result of proposals by the Soviet premier in the fall of 1958' are just getting
underway. The full nature and impact of the combined lengthening of the
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years in the secondary school and the increase in the amount of-work experiencewere yet to be determined at the time of the study.

M. WADE, OLErs M. A study of the Program for Teaching Basle Additionand Subtraction Facts in State-Approved Arithmetic Textbooks for FirstSecond Grades in Texas. (Ed. M., 1! Univtitsity of Texas, Austin.)
Major. Faculty Adviser.Franceg Flou
Problem.--To compare the organization and ntation of the basic additionand subtraction !mita in the four State-adopted to : for grades 1 and 2 for the1958-59 school year ; to assess the effectiveness of u one of these four pro-grams at the second-grade level.
Proceflure.Analysis of the four texts involved ; testing and opinion as basisfor evaluating one of the four programs in 16 second-grade classrooms.
Major Fitulings and Conclusions.At each grade level the texts differ amongthemselves as to scope. organization, and presentation of facts included. At the

second-grade level, differences in symbolism and vocabulary also are in evidence.
The majority of teachers who evaluated one of the second-grade programs feltthat children could have gone beyond the material provided in the text itself.

100. WALLACE, MALVINA Tar.NT. Individual Differences in Arithmetic ofFourthGrade Pupils. (FA. M., 1960, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.)
Major Faculty Adriaer.A. M. Johnston.
ProblemTo identify individual differences in arithmetic- abilities of fourth-grade children, Including differences in ability, achievement, and interest.
Procedure.Analysis of data from three fourth-grade classes derived fromtests of intelligence, achievement, and subject interest.
Major Findings and Conelusions.Found an IQ range of from 80 to 140, andan aclastement range of 5 51ears: also found that arithmetic was the secondmost popular subject, with the interest level being essentially the same forboys and girls.

101. Wit.sox, JonN D. An analysis of the Plane Geometry Content of GeometryTextbooks Published in the United States Before 1900. (Ed. D.. 1959, rniver-aity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. )

Major Faculty Adviser.John A. Nietz.

Probtent.To trace and analyze the evolution of the plane geometry contentof geometry texthooktrepublished in the Tynited States before 1900.
Procedure.Title pages and prefaces were studied. The ftpdamental as-qumptions, such as axioms, postulates, definitions, symbols, arftimithe treatmentof parallel lines, were analyzed. The propositions were analyzed to provideinformation on the number of demonstrated theorems, the natifie of the theoreniK,the form of demonstrations, and geometric constructions. Student exercises-were classified by purpose and type.
Major Findings and Conelusions.Student exercises consist mostly of descrip-tions of. changes in content. There was more evolution in student exercisesthan in any other part of the geometry textbooks. In general there has beenmore evolutionary development in plane geonietry textbooks than has been com-monly believed.
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102. WOOD, WALTER H. General Mathematics Needed in Industry (M.S.,1959, Kansas State College, Pittsburg.)
Major Faculty Adviaer.R. W. Hart
ProblemTo determine which courses in college mathematics are most desira-ble for a person intending to go into industry after graduation.
Procedare.Questionnaires were sent to several companies that employ applied mathematicians. These companies were asked to rate a group of collegemathematics courses as "most desirable," "desirable," or "not needed."
Major Findings and Conclusions.---The 12 courses that were rated the highestby the applied mathematicians are differential equations, applied mechanics,advanced calculus, matrix theory, mathematical statistics, theory of probability,functions of.complex variablea, numerical analysis, higher algebra, vector analy-sis, theoretical physics, and Fourier mikes. Those rated lowest were modernsynthetic geometry, topology, non-Euclidean geometry, higher plane curves,projective geometry, quality control, number theory; advanced analytical geom-etry, introduction to mathematical thought, differential geometry, and theoryof groups.

103. WOODBURY, RULAN D. An Evaluation of 'Methods of Teaching Ninth-Grade Mathematics at the Cedar City Junior High School. (M.S., 1959, BrighamYoung University, Provo, Utah.)
MajorFaculty Adviser.. ---Percy E. Burrup.
ProblemTo evaluate the methods of teaching ninthgrade nuabematies atthe Cedar City Junior nigh School.
Proeedure.The following measures were taken : An intelligence quotient,Forms X and Y of the Cooperative Mathematics Achievement Test at the begin-ning and at the end of study, algebra achievement by the Coopenitive AlgebraAchievement Test, an open-end question to assess changes in attitudes andfeelings, Kuder Preference Record.
Major Finding* and Conelusions.--Generitl mathematics achievement is greaterwhen first-year algebra students are taught by the spiral or functional methodind comparison with the traditional method. General mathematics achievementis greater when students are taught by the pace mahod in a general mathematicsclass in comparison with the traditional method. General algebra achievementis greater when students are taught by the traditional method using a standardfirst-year algebra book In comparison with the functional method using a bookIncorporating a spiral approach to the subject. Positive responses towardmathematics are greater when algebra students are taught by the traditional'method as compared with the spiral or functional method. Positive responses to-ward mathematics are greater when general mathematics students are taught bythe traditional method as compared With the paced method. There Is nodefinite relationship between general achievement in mathematics and the com-putational area score of the Kuder Preference Record.

101. ZAIINICE, EVOENE A. An Experimental Study of Two Procedures forTeaching the Four Fundamental Operations With Signed Numbers, (M.S., 1900.Central Connecticut State College, New Britain.)
Major Faculty.Adviser.Margaret C. Weeber.
ProblemTo investigate the advantages of teaching a unit on signed numbersin elementary algebra in which students formulate their own rules for the fourfundamental operations.

t
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Procedure.Two units on signed numbers were presented to three elementaryclasses at Bristol Central High School. One class was a control group and re-ceived instruction from the chapter on signed numbers in "Algebra, First Course"by Schorling, Clark, and Smith. mie other two classes received special instruc-tion which enabltd them to formulate their own rules for signed numbers. Thespecial instructional material was obtained mostly from Unit One, "The Arith-metic of Real Numbers," High School Mathematics, UICSM. The accuracy ofperformance on the four fundamental owrations of :t,iigned numbers was com-pared in the experimental and control groUps. students in the two grOupswere first matched on the bases of intelligence and ability to do arithmetic corn-putition.
Major Findings and Conchutiono.-Difference in performance of the two groupswas not statistically significant. The expertmentalftnit could be taught in placeof the conventional unit without loss of competence. Students in the experimentalclasses were more enthusiastic about their homework assignments.
105. Zlizenossi, Romani JOSEPH. The Learning of Signed Numbers in GradesSeven. Eight, and Nine. (Ed, 1960, Pennsylvania State University, Uni-versity Park.)

Major Faculty Adviser-.--F, A. Miller.
Problern.--To learn the effects of mental age,.alicebra aptitude, and grade levelon the learning concepts and fundameital skills in..aandling signed numbers.
Prooedure---Signed numbers were divorced from algebra and taught to thei.

entire student body in a junior high school in 25 preplanned lessons. Product-moment zero order, triserial, partial and multiple correlations were used toanalyze the data.
Major Findings and Concha/Wm.Mental age Is the strongest factor in-fluencing the learning of the special lessons on signed numbers.

/..


